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THE DECOLONIZATION OF AFRICAN LITERATURE
by Eldred Jones

The most obvious sign of the influence of Europe on African Literature
is in the language of African Literature. Although there have been,
and still are, writers who write in African languages, the late
Yoruba novelist Fagunwa 1 for example, the best modern African writing
is written in European languages - predominantly French and Englis h but also in Portuguese. There are obvious drawbacks arising fro m
this situation. It takes a great deal of time and effort to master
a second language well enough to produce a work of art in it which
is not at best a literary curiosity, tolerated because it is produced
by someone from whom the world expected nothing and so is pleasantly
surprised to get anything at all. This means that many artistically
gifted persons may not have direct access to a world audience. The
drawback is not however total. It is possible to write in an Afr ican
language and cet translated into a world language. This has actually
happened to a f ew authors.
The great advantage for a writer who masters his language of adoption
is the obvious one of direct access to a large number of his fellow
Africans whom he can only reach through a European language, and
direct access to a large part the rest of the world as well. This
is why all who can, will 1 I believ~ write in a European language.
It has been shown by several African authors that a work can be
written in a European language and still convey something of tho
African experience in artistic form. Senghor's poems a re written in
excellent French but are so imbusod with African images conveying
the spirit of Africa that he can be said to have added a new dimension
to the language of his adoption. An English critic has acknowledged
a similar repayment of Wole Soyinka's d ebt to English . Penelope
Gilliatt writing in The Observer (London) of September 19 1 1966 1 writes:
"Every decado or so 1 it seems to fall to a
non-Enc;lish ,_1rm.J.ntist to belt -:;:i.ew cne~e;y into tb-e
· Engl ish tongue. '1"1ho lo.st tine wo..s when Brcndnn
Bcho.n 1 s 11 The Qunrc FolloH~' opened o. t Theo. tro
Workshop . Hine ycnra later, in the rcie;n of Stage
Sixty'at the ~ane loved Victorian buildincr nt
Stratford En.st, A Nig a:i;-:i,c..:o. cc.ll od \7olc Soyinka has
done fQr our napping lnnGunge whnt briennd
urn1uti sts· from Ire ln:hd hnvc done ·for centuries :
,Bootc<l·It awn.kc, rifl0d its_poc~cto nnu,scnttercd
the l oot~into t~~ i:~cJ.c1lc of nc x ~ wcuk. 11
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What Miss Gilliatt is saying in her own rather tough, bricnnd imagery
is that Soyinka is employing hie adopted language with such originality
that he is contributing to its enri~hment. The use of the foreign
language then need not embarrass the African or the European. As
everyone knows English and French are the two foremost African
languages.
The African writer need not therefore be dominated by the language
of his adoption though it is perfectly possible that he may be.
It is possible that with the ad0ption of his new languaJe he may
become mesmerised by the material in it and quite unconsciously
reflect ideas and attitudes not really his own. This of course really
means that a person who is so mesmerised ccnnat be a really successful
artist. For the true artist learns from all he meets but distils it
in his own imagination and makes something new and original out of it.
This should be the aim of the African writer. To be faithful to his
own imagination whatever language and whatever medium he happens to be
using.
Writers themselves have examined the means by which the character of
African speech can be conveyed in a foreign language. I have elsewhere
(in African Forum No. 4, 1966) quoted

Mr.

Chinun Achebe 1 s words on , the

subject as well as the excellent illustration he gives from his own
work .
Other authors have sought to use the very syntax of African languages
while employing the words of the foreign language. This is the basis
of Gabriel Okara 1 s style in The Voice. Yet others have used the standard
version of the foreign language. The success of each work has to be
judged individually in so far as it f ulfils the author 1 s purpose
and is an artistic success.
Much more fundamental than the mere reproduction of syntax is the
conveying in its totality cm experience in a wo.y t hat reflects its
environment without precluding it from general appl~cability. In
looking o.t the African author 1 s work we may be able to recognise
its Africanness; we must be able to see its universality. Fortunately
tho two things often 0 o tocether. A work which succeeds in reali sing
its environment to the full often achieves this universality. The
ha ppy paradox is that to be truly universal one must be truly local .
In one sense African Literature has been unduly infl uenced by the
fact of colonisation. Necessarily so, since artists nnd intellectuals
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- 3 tend to be very sensitive to restrictions of any kind. Because colonization itself was a form of suppression there was a creat outcry
against it . It therefore bocnmo a recurring theme in the work of
African writers. The voice of Anglophones and Frnncophones merge here
in a strong unison.
Two poems illustrate this very well:
11

From tho rostrum they declaimed
On Martyrs and men of high ideals
Whom they sent out,
Benevolent despots to an unwilling race
Straining at tho yoke,
Bull-dozers trampling on virgin ground
In blatant violation.
They trampled down all that was strange
And filled the void
With half-digested alien thoughts;
They left a trail of red
Wherever their feet had passed.
Oh, they did themselves fine
And strutted about the place,
Self-proclaimed demi-Gods
From a counterfeit Olympus.
One day they hurled down thunderbolts
On a toiling race of earthworms.
They might have rained down pebbles
To pelt the brats to death
But that was beneath them.
They kept up the illusion
That they were fi5hting foes
Killing in the name of high ideals.
At the inquest they told tho world
The worms were becomine pests
Moreover they said
They did not like wriggly things.
Strange prejudice for gods. 11

That poem expresses a poet's bitter r eaction to what the poem sees
as a 'violation ' of Africa. by a haughty ra ce of men. There are
differen cios between that poem and the next one, but the position
of the poet speaking for

1

us' aeains t 'them' is tho same:

"In those do.ys
When civilization kicked·. us ; tn · tho .· face
When holy water slapped our cringine brows
Tho vul t ures bui lt in the shadow of their
talons
The bloodstained monument of tutelaee
In those days
There was painful l aughter on the metallic
hell of the roads
And the oonotonous rhy t hm of the paternoster
Drovmed the howling on tho plantations
0 the bi tter memories of extorted kis ses
Of promises broken at tho point of a gun
Of foreigners who did not seem huma n
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Who know all tho books but did not know love
But we whoso hands fertilize the womb of tho
earth
In spite of the desolate villnges of torn
Africa
Hope was preserved in us as in o. fortress
And from the mines of Swaziland to tho
factories of Eu.rope
Spring Will be reborn under our bright steps."
Tho latter poem is by David Diop of Guinea translated from the French
and tho former by Mabel Scgun of Nigeria. Both poets arc united in
rebellion ago.inst foreign domination. This is one theme that united
African poets in the days of Colonialism. One of t he finest expressions
of this frustrntion is Gabriel Okara's lfSpirit of the Wind".
it is a reaction to a stimulus i mposed
This is the voice of protest
from outside and so powerful was the stimulus that it produced a
powerful reaction. So once a gain - such is the irony of art that poem
was stimulated by suppression.
Linked with this was tho cultural movement which r eacted strongly to
the assumption that nothing good had ever been or could ever be produced
in Africa. Again this led to a deliberate attempt to bring out all that
was beautiful, all that was glorious in the African past in rebuttal
of this change. The values of traditional life co.mo to be extolled, and
a picture tended to emerge ef a r ural paradise presided over by ancestral
spirits, ringing with tho voice of the praise sincer and the laughter
of women;·
Lot mo listen in the smoky heat for tho shadowy visi t
of propitious souls,
My head on your breast flowing, like a kuskus ball
smoking out of tho fire,
Let me breathe the smell of our dead,
lot mo contemplate and repeat their living
voice, lot mo learn
To liv e before I sink, deeper than the diver,
into tho lofty dept h of sleep.
That was Songhor.
Doi Anang is equally romantic when he longs for
the days of drums
And festival dances in tho shade
Of sun-kiss ed palms
To untutored days
When maid was ever chaste
And lad abhorred unhallowed ways
For fear of ancient gods.
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The picture of an Africa in which no one ever did any wrong~
Thero have been novels which have quite vigorously demonstrated the
la.ck of real understanding which often underlay the work of colonial
administrators and missionaries - aeain in both languages - Chinua
Achebe's Things Fall Apart and Ferdinand Oyono 1 s Uno Vie de Boy
(in En6 lish, Houseboy) being just two examples. So colonialism has
been a source of inspiration - perhaps the most dominant inducement
to Africans to write.
Many, but by no @cans a.11 of these works which were the results of the
reaction to the colonial situation tended to play down - for obvious
reasons - what was wrong with the old African society. (It is worth
commenting here that Achebe's novels do present some of the inherent
cruelties, however rational to tho participants, along with tho
integrated life of the community. Oyono also in the work quoted show
Africans participatin6 in the cruelties of the colonial regime as
functionaries of tho masters.) Generally however, in looking back on
the African past writers felt a need to avert their eyes from what ever
was wrong and concentro.te on showing what was good in African society,
Again because this was a reaction, the picture tended to be one-sided
(the opposition as it wore having presented the other side so effectively). But this was in fact lioiting.
The African writer co.n now, I feel,sho.kc himself free of this incliroct
limitation and take a total and unembarrassed view of his Africa the Africa. of tho present and tho past. Tho resulting picture may be
unromantic, it may be disillusioning. Tho only rule should be that
it must reflect the to t al situation.
This is already happening. I have mentioned Mr. Achebe in relation to
the novel of tho past. Ho has of course looked quite searchingly
around him at our own Africa in No Longer At Ease ancr more r ecently
in Ar/Ian of tho People. Wale Soyinka's The Interpreters, Easmon's
The New Patriots do not gl oss over tho glaring and f rightening
imperfections of modern Africa. Tho second ins t alment of Camara Laye's
autobiographical work Dramouss also hints at some of t he mixed cons equences of political decolonization.
One of the most interesting antidotes to tho over-romanticised view
of old Africa i s Soyinka' s Dance of the Forests. First of a l l the
play works in two a r eas of time sinc e the past illumina te s the pa st.
The play looks back a t one of tho grea t empires of t he pas t , n ot so
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much as a symbol of greatness, but as a communi t y of people; people,
rather than shadowy historical eiants or massive saints. The play shows
people with the familiar urges, drives and motives which make up our
own world, and which unless human nature has dramatically changed must
have governed people then in Mali, Songhai, Ghana or any of the great
kingdoms. Thus in clearing away the false romance of the past, the play
puts us on our guard against any illusions about our present.
War in the past probably found its blind adherents like the Historian
of Soyinka's play who is a forerunner of the academi c lackey who uses
his intellect to defend ideas and policies which he knows arc wron0 •
This is not a.particularly African character althoueh African has its
own supply of them. The play breaks out of the dimension of tho pas t
and out of the boundaries of Africa when Soyinka portrays tho elorification of war in these dramatically ironical words of the His t orian:
11

1 would show you the magnificence of the destruction
of a beautiful city. I would reveal to you the
attainments of men which lifted mankind to the ranks
of gods and demi-gods. And who was the inspiration
of this divine carnage? Holen of Troy, a woman whose
honour became as rare a conception as her beauty.
Would Troy, if it were standing t oday lay claim to
preservation in the annals of history if a thousand
valiant Greeks had not been slaughtered before its
c ates, and a hundred thousand Trojans within hor
walls?ff

Tho specious areum.cnts of tho pros titutcrl intcllectual carry tho day.
Mata Kha ribu, the tyrant has his way, a nd tho slave dealer (not European) has a now and unexpected source of merchundisc. African artis t s
can produce great works but as men, they are as subject to jealousy,
as Demoke i s to vcrtieo. All this is not to say that tho empir es of tho
past were not great or that Afri ca t oday is not potent ially great but
it is to say that the hunan element in pol itics as in art is just

n8

uncert ainly poised on the brink of triumph or disaster now, as then.
When artists look at their material like this, they arc likely to write
groat and abiding literature , and they would have overcome tho limitn-·
t ions of colonization.
Africa has a wealth of tradition, but it is also a new and dynami 0
continent. It is a land of quiet villag es and throbbing cities,

01·

s ky scrapers and mud huts , of honour as well as corruption, or bone. -..- . - -"-··
; . :i... :.... .
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valence as well as of tyranny 1 of beauty as well as ugliness. This is
the total picture. We must look at it all. Only then will our writine
whether of the past or the present or even of the future be imbued
with the independence of spirit which produces great l i terature.

..
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..
THE WRITER IN A MODERN AFRICAN STATE
Does he exist at all, the writer in a contemporary Africa? If it
were possible to suggest an opposite background to the student of
African literature or at least to create an entire1y different background, would a stranger to the literary creations of African writers find any discrepancy between subject matter and environment
or b'e any more deeply puzzled than he is today at the lack of vital.
relevance between the literary concerns of writers and the pattern
of reality that has overwhelmed even the writers themselves in the
majority of the modern Afrioan states. I do not concern myself now
with the exceptions which are in any case so few and without any
impact• .And I certainl.y exclude the South African situation for the
moment, since I do not alas possess the superior complacency of a
fellow writer from Africa who uttered sentiments more or less in
the following words: "One is tempted to ask 11 , he says, "what is the
South African writer doing for himself? A little 1ess talking and
protest and a bit more action.especially from the so-called exiles
might be more to the point••• etc •. etc. 11 I regret very much that
I have not the exact quotation here, for it is the kind of remark
which proves very clearly that the easiest solution to any problem
is to maintain a complete ignorance of the prob1em.
One opposite temptation is to simplify.the task .by refusing to consider South Africa as an African state, and this certainly has some
validity; for is the South African population not legitimately a
white one in its entirety since the black Africans within it have
not the status of human beings? The situation in which the South
African writer finds himself is quite simp1y out of this world, and
many people do not possess divine omniscience and do not contain
in themselves a one-man verbal guerilla force like the writer I have
just quoted are beginning to feel that the solutions are litera11y
out of this world. The experience of the South African writer is
approached.by that of other Africans only by remote l;t o say, wholly
inadequate.

d

My concern in this talk is- primarily with the non South African writer
and why, before very long, he may begin to envy the South African
the bleak immensity of his problems. For the South African has till

-
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hope, and this prospect of a future yet uncompromised

by failure on ~his own part, in his own right , is somethil'gwhich
has lately ceased to exist for other African writers.
While we may debate what constitutes an African writer and what does
not, one breed of hunanity which we cannot coc:fortably deny is that
of the writer. In new societies which begin the seductive experiraent in authoritariani sra, it has become a faniliar experience to
watch society crush the writer under a load of guilt for his dare
in expressing a sensibility and an outlook apart frora, and independent of ~he mass direction. The revolutionary mood in society
is a particularly potent tyrant in this respect, and since the writer is, at the very least, sensitive to mood, he respects the demand of the moment and effaces his definition as a writer by an act
of choice. And in the modern African state especially, the position
of the writer has been ·such that he is in fact the very prop of
state machinery. Independence in every.instance has meant an emergency pooling of every mental resource. The writer must, for the
moment at least (he persuades himself) postpone that unique reflection on experience and events which is what makes a writer - and
constitute himself into a part of that machinery that will actually
shape events. Let this impulse be clearly understood and valued for.
itself;

;he African writer found that he could not deny his society;

he could however, temporarily at least, deny himself. He therefore
took his place in the new state as a privileged person, placed
personally above the effects of the narrowness o~ vision which usually accompanies the impatience of new nations, African, European or
Asian. He, the special eye and ear, the special knowledge and response lost even his re-creative consciousness whic~

t from time

to tine, left active and alert in1{i ~creative work, , have demanded
a re-exanination of his own position.
If he has not already arrived at this discovery, the writer from
East ~ d West Afri can states is cooing clos e r to the terrible understanding that it is not his South African comrade who is the cre ature of coapassion. Alre ady he has begwi to shrink from the bewildered stare of the South African, knowing that he, the supposedly
free mind who once symbolised a loop-hol e for the d e ad-end of the
South African dileitll.la has hims e lf b e come the creature of despair.

- 3 The change in circunstances is quite direct. The background starts
at the united opposition by the colonised to the external tyrant.
Victory came, of sorts, and the writer submitted his integrity to
the raonolithic stresses of the time. For this any manifesto seemed
valid, any -isra could be embraced in clean conscien:c~. With few
exceptions the writer directed his energies to enshrining victory,
to re-affirming his identification with. the aspir-atioris of nationalise and the stabilisation of society~
The third stage, the stage at which we find ourselves is the stage
of disillusionnent, and it is this which prompts an honest examination of what has been the failure of the African writer, as a writer. And this is not to say that if the. African writer had truly
responded to the political moment of hi.s society he would not still
be faced with disillusionment. For the situation in Africa today
is the same as the world over, it is not one of the tragedies whic-'·
come of isolated hUI:1an failures, but the very collapse of humanity.
Nevertheless the African writer has done nothing to vindicate his
existence, nothing to indicate that he is even awar·e that this awful collapse has taken place. For he has been generally without
vision.
The distractions away fron vision were of course enormous, the
distractions away froo a vision clarified in human terms and not
in dogma • .And they were such as gave full scope for the exploitation by deoagoguic opportunists of the new aggressive national
consciousness. Reality, the ever present fertile reality was ignor by the writer and resigned to the new visionary - the politician.
Since the phase of anti-colonialist tracts, poetry and general . inspiration was clearly over and that purpose rendered redundant,
a new distraction must.be created for the aggressive demands of the
writer's restless oind. And the publishers were at hand, waiting.
Cultural definitions beca.1;.,e a new source of literature - not se ne-:;
in fact, but these acquired a new significance in the context of
~olitical independence. The curiosity of the outside world far exoeeded *r.~ir critical f aculties and publishe rs hovered like benevolent vultur e s on the still-born foetus of the African Muse. At
a given signa l

they tore off bits and pieces~ fanned up with p owe~,

ful wings delusions of signific ac~c e in commo:np.ess and banali t y.
The average published writer in the first few years of the postc onial e ra was the oos t celeb r a ted ski n of inconsequenc e to obscure
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the true flesh of the African dilemma.
This was the beginning of the abdication of the African writer, and
the deception which he caused by fabricating a magnitude of unfelt
abstractions. Isolated by his very position in society, he ~nistook his own personal and tenporary cultural predicament for the
predicament of his entire society and turned attention from what
was really happening~

that . society. He even tried to give.socie-

ty something that the society .has never lost - its identity. Now
identity is a much abused word, and perhaps the.African writer is
a cruch abused person in this respect, for, poet, novelist or sculptor, the artist lab0urs froo an in-built, intuitive responsibility
not only to himself but to his roots. The test of the narrowness
or the breadth of his vision however is whether it is his accident al
situations which he tries to stretch to embrace his society and rac e
or the :fundamental truths of his conununicy which in:foro his vision
and enables him to acquire even a prophetic insight into the evolution of that society~
In the movement towards chaos in modern Africa, the writer did not
anticipate. The understanding language of the outside world, "birth
pains 11 , that near-fatal. euphemisr.i for death throes absolved hii':l
from responsibility. He was content to turn his eye backwards in
time and prospect in archaic fields for forgotten gems which would
dazzle and distract the present. But never inwards,

n~,.P"l'.'

t~t-,ly int-.:,

the present, never into the obvious symptoms of the niggling, warnir,g
predictable present from which alone 1.ay the salvation of ideals.
I do not suggest that nothing of this literature was valid nor that
there was not to be found in it genuine literary value. Only that
the present philosophy, the present . direction of modern Africa was
created by politicians, not writers, and is this not a contradiction in a society whose great declare.ti4?n of uniquenes·s to the out•

,,

side world is that of a superabundant huraaniso? In pre-colonial days
there was.no real collaboration between the creative mind a.~d the
political; there was hardly the practical, fruitful acknowledgeocnt
of the existence of one by the ot~er. The seeaing exception of the
French . colc .:·..::'.al territories had in fact the most disastrous effect
of all, for ·.1ere more deterr.iinedly than ih other examples, the
articulate elite became in fact the ruling cl.as - and here incidentally we may refute the literary historic sense of many observers ·who

- 5 - ~ist that African wr~ting was in fact a product of political free:,, To truce the obvious exanple, one may as well suggest that the

1;ogritude oov-ement and its literature did not exis t before Kwarne
1~:.:.:." 'lli':lah set the precedent in independence for other Africa..."'1. states.
~~~
:,:10

French case was, only slightly more so than the British col onial,
crysta.lisation of the writer I s ioage in Africa in the char a c-

ter of the Establishr::J.ent~ -Wlieh the writer ~oke froQ his opiun of
=1o taphysicaJ. abstractions, he found that the politician had used
~~G

absence from earth to consolidate his position; oore often than

~-~·~:rts1'

~ ot the writer, who in .any case belonged in the sane intellectual
c~ass or to a superior, rationalised the situation and refused to
c.cnY, J 1ir;is~~

~

safety a.-id coi:rl'oi~t/
any case still~~ded to the present by the resuscitat ed

1

cplendours of the past. Where he is purged froo the long deception
and has begun to express new wisdous, the gates of the preventive
C::.otcntion fortresses opened up and closed on hir.1. H e becoi;10s a..."'l
exile, inpeccable in his dark suit in.the offices of' UNO or Unesco,
or resorts to new weapons of violence. ?oets have lately tal<en.to
c ~n-running and writers are heard of holding up radio statio~s. In
· ~~roral independent states the writer is part of sane underground
. ·vm:ient; one coup at. l e ast in Africa is reputed to have invo lved
...: nqvnJ.ist -and a poet.

t-

:?orhaps it is time to cove away froi:1 generalities ax1d reaark briefly
one situation with 1-Hch I

an at least very familiar and in whos e de-

Jc::1.ils I .have naturally been involved since it happens to be oy own
country~ Details are, when we look at it, quite pointless for I
certain that whatever developaents .of the situation arc as yet

a:"J

~~echoed by other African states will, before long, .be duplicated

:..:n

the sauie disheartening details a..."'ld s enselessness. I

say this.

ui.th the sense of obviousness with which I an able, f or insta:nce,
~o look at .Aoerica today and understand very clearly that here is
one society which is on the very edge of collapse. Now, 1.Iigeria

.~

._.._,
~

at least one African state where, fro~ the beginn ing, the wri-

·:,o:i.·~ r.w.de

un eff'ort. to protect their own existence by ret1aining ar-

t iculate1y watchful .. A.t no stage was the level of suppressi on reache d
which would be cooparable to what existed in Ghana before Hkruoa.ri I s
· ··.11 or exists now :L;.'l. Malawi where a paranoid has successfully ouzz-

l c i e.ny hope of free expression. Y0t in spi to of this ,

irrational

- 6 events have so fare deranged the course of basic human intercourse
that it is inpossible, physically inpossible, at.tho nooent for
the writers of the country even to come together. And a pattern of
this appears to ae to establish itself over the continent, The Afri~
can writer needs an urgent release fror.1 the fascination o'f the past.
Of course the past exists,.the real African consciousness establishes
this -

the past exists now, this mooent, it is oo-existent in pre-

sent awareness. It clarifies the present and explains the future,
but it is not a fleshpot for escapist indulgence, a..~d it is vitally dependent on the sensibility that recalls it. This is not to
deny the dangers which attend the development of this historic vision
- a convenient tero for the total acceptance of the hunan heritage.
A historic vision is of necessity universal and a..~y pretence to it
must first accept the deoand for a total re-exa.oination of the whole
phenomen of hu.oanity. I regard it as dangerous because to what else
can it lead but to the destruction of the will to action: what we
observe in our own tioe is the total collapse of ideals, the collapse of humanity itself. Action therefore becomes aeaningless, the
writer.is pushed deeper and deeper into self-insulation and withdrawal; his coar.1itment accepts its own hopelessness from the very
be ginning.The consideration which brings ne, personally, hard to earth is the
thought of the Angolan or South African writer either in exile or
stretching out his last feeble.twitches before the inexorable naul
of a desperate regime ends hin. It is the exercise of trying to
read his raind when he is confronted by the operation of the hur:1an
factor in black states to which he had fixed his gights ru1.d which
always represented, at the very least, a teoporary haven. And he
sees, and ho understands for the first tine that, given equal opportunity, the black tin-god a few thousanc oiles north of him
would degrade and dehunanise his victio as capably as Vorster or
Governor Wallace, This fact has been ever present, this knowledge
is not new, and the only wonder is .that the rooancer and the intellectual nyth-r::1aker has successfully deletted this black portion of a
cornoon human equation, And the Eu.ropean internittent exe1.cises in
genocide have been duplicated on the African conti~ent adr.:littedly
on a lower scale, but only because of the tenporary lack in scientific organisation. We whose hur.1ru1.i ty the poets celebrated before
the proof, whose lyric innocence was daily questioned by the very
pages of newspapers are now been forced by disaster, not foresight

- 7 to a reconsideration of our relationship to the outer world and it
seeas to me that the tiBe is here now when the Africa..~ writer must
have the courage to deteraine what.alone can be salvaged fron the
recurrent cycle of human stupidity.
The myth of irrational nobility, of a racial essence that must cone
to the rescue of the white depravity has run its full course. It
never in fact existed, for this was not the probleo but the ca.nouflage.
And it has become important to state this because the old caoouflage
has begun lately to take on a new canouflage of fresh understanding.
The noveoent which began with the war-cry of cultural separatisa,
oodified itself with an acknowledgeaent of the historical expediency of the revolt - I refer of course to negritude - has found a
latter-day succession in a call to be the bridge, to.bring about the
salvation of the world by a aarriage of abstractions4 It is a remarkable fact that the European writer who had both the leisure
and the long history of introspection to ascertain his spiritual.
needs has not yet sent out a call to the black writer for rescue.
Surely the game has become transparent by now,.the writer's philosophy does not prescribe for his o~m society, his enlargeoent of
co:t:10itnent conveniently ignores his own inadequacie5,1overlooking
the old tried adage w~ich ~~1tions very siaply, Physician, heal
thineself.
Thie reconciliation of cultures, this leaven of black contribution
to the oetallic loaf of European culture is only another evasion of
the inward eye. The despair and anguish which is spreading a niasma
over the contiuent must sooner or later engage the attention of the
writer in his own society.or else be boldly ignored. For both attitudes are equally valid, only let there be no pretence to a concern which fulfills itself of the undeclared unproved privations
of the European world. Where the writer in his own society ca.~ no
longer function as conscience he must recognise that his choice
lies between denying hiaself totally or withdrawing to the position
of chronicler and post-nortea surgeon. But there can be no further
distractions with universal concerns whose balm is.spread on abstract
wounds, not on the gaping yaws of black inhunanity. A concern . with
culture strengthens society, but not a concern with mythology.. The
artist has always functioned in African society as the record of
nores and experience of his society and as the voice of vision in
his own tioe . I t is tine for him to r e spond to this essenc e of himself.
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CULTURAL DIPLOMACY IN AFRICAN WRITING
by Mbella Sonne Dipoko

Of all the literature which is being produced in the world today,
African writing in French is perhaps the one which is best suited
to the conference table.
its spirit.

This is because cultural diplomacy is

Born out of internal and external conflicts, nur-

tured by subtle emotional crises+ complicated by political stress
and all kinds of political involvement, it is a literature of
revolt, dialogue and compromise.

But it is also something else.

It is the alienation of the citizen from the city he built with
his passion and his words of love.

And then it is cruel, not

towards others~ as some have feared; but towards the authors
themselves; for, conceived as a kind of self-defence these novels
and poems, con-:ati.vil'ig · with history, end up by exposing the
essentially vicariou8 nature of the authors' commitment to their
literary obsessions.

There are a few exceptions.

They r e present

the dissident line in this writing.

I~

REVOLT, DIALOGUE AND COMPROMISE
•

The brutality of colonialism and the dogmatism of its cultural
arrogance caused the African people so much physical pain and
humiliation that it would have been unhuman if they hadn't protested while at the same time affirming their natural and original
value as human beings.

They needed such an affirmation for the

protest to have any sense.
anymore.

Nothing was to be taken for granted

The blackman and the whiteman were equal.

be said and resaid over and over again.
said, even today.

This had to

Inract it is still being

And since oppression is so ugly, African

writers, especially the poets, had to sing the beauty of blackness.

In so doing hey transcended compassion.

joy and e ven hope.

They attained

They regained their self-pride which had

been e clipsed.by the parade of foreign symbols and customs backed
by armed power. To read a nove list like Ferdinand Oyono is to
understand why the r e volt had to take a r a cia l

aspect.

Here

Toundi, a colonial commandant's African hous eboy , is being tortured by an African guard on the orders of whit e officials:

-
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Derriere mon dos, Mendim s'essoufflait.
- Crie, bon Die~: Mais crie done: gueulait-il dans notre langue,
ils ne me diron jamais d'arreter tant que tune crieras pas •..
Le garde compta vingt~cinq puis se retourna vers les blancs.
- Passe-moi la ohicotte; dit Gosier-d'Oiseau.
Il fit siffler le nerd d'hippopotame sur le dos du garde qui
poussa un barissement de douleur.
- La: c'est comme ~a qu'il faut frapper:

Recommence:

Mendim retroussa les manches de sa veste kaki, les levres
tordues de douleur.
- Crie: Crie done: pleurait-il en s'acharnant sur moi, as-tu de
la merde dans les oreilles?
- Ta gueule: lui cria l'amant . de Sophie en me decochant un coup
de pied sous le menton.

Stop: Stop ••• Stop: ajouta-t-il.

Mendim s'arreta.
- Demain, rien

a

manger ••• compris? dit Gosier-d'Oiseau en me

retournant du pied. Tu me l'ameneras au bureau apres-deaain.
Chicotte toute la journee ••• cornpris?
- Oui, chef, dit le garde.
Les blancs s'en allerent.
Jene pouvais vraiment pas prevoir que je passerais la nuit dans
la case de Mendim me Tit.

Il somnole devant moi, la bouche

ouverte, tasse dans un vieux fauteuil comrne un vieux pardessus.
- Je crois que j'ai fait aujourd'hui quelque chose que je ne
pourrai jamais oublier ni expier ••• m'a-t-il dit quand les blancs
furent partis.
Ses gros yeux se voilerent de larmes.

1)

- Pauvre Toundi: Pauvre de nous •.. gemissait-il.
Colonialism had many similar scenes to offer and poets tended
to see in it all nothing than racial oppression, forgetting that
it was merely a mechanism of a certain kind of force, the logic
of minority power; and that whit e people had done the same t o
each other through the centuries, were still doing it even today.

1) Ferdinand Oyono, Une Vie de Boy (Paris: Julliard, 1956)
ppl170-71.

- J And the two Wo:rld Wars didn't seem enough reminders.

Mourning

the black martyrs of white rule Africa was recovered in the
darkness of the night which became a symbol of Africanness. But
i t is no longer the n i ght suggestive of mere darkness and which,
taken pejoratively, could mean ignorance.

It was the night which,

to Senghor, is "plus v~ridique que le jour; 112 ) "Nuit d'Afrique
ma nui t noir'e; mys ~ique

et

according to Airne Cesa:lre,

'cla:itje . noire 'e t brillru:1 t e, "J)

Or,

"la nuit peuplee de soleils et d'arcs-

en-ciel.114) This poet even goes further in his symbolic identification of Africans with the night; in his revolt against the
violence of the colonial enterprise, he writes:
gemir se tordre
crier jusqu'a une nuit hagarde

a

faire tomber

la vigilance armee
qu'installa en pleine nuit de nous-memes
l'impurete insidieuse de vent. 5 )
The most striking i mage there is "la nuit d e nous-memes 11 (the
night of ourselves).

And the "insidious impurity of the wind

seems to stand for the intruder, the colonizer.
This juxtaposition of the night and the wind comes up a g a in
in another poet, L.G. Damas:
sur l'ocean
nuit noire
je me suis reveille
,
.
epri s
sans jamais rien saisir
de tout ce que racontait le vent
sur l'ocean
nuit noire
Ou bien l e vent

repass e sa l e 9on du l e nd emain

OU

bien le vent chante des tresors enfouis

OU

.'
du soir
bien le v e nt fait sa priere

OU

bien le vent e st une cellule de fous

sur l'ocean
nuit noir e
2 ) Leopold Sedar Senghor, Ethiopi que s (Paris:du Seuil, 1956 )

J) Leopold Sedar Senghor, Cha mps d'ombre (Paris:du Seuil , 1956)
4) Aime Cesaire, Et Les Chi e ns se Taisaient (Baris : Presenc e Afr.)

51 Aim6

Ces aire, Ferrements ( Paris:Du Seui l, 1960 ) p 24
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pendant qu'un bateau foule l'ecume
et va
va son destin de roulure
sur l'ocean

.
6)
nui·t noire.
Notice how helplessly isolated and melancholy the ni ght is in
that refrain thrown in four times in a poem full of dismal movements on the ocean with winds which are '1mad houses"; winds that
sing of "hidden treasurestt or say their evening prayers.
all that, four times thoughts of the

11

An in

dark night", aloof, contemp-

lative.
But one has to go back to Senghor's poetry for the most eloquent
elements of the narcissistic revolt which gave birth t o such volum e
like L e urr.es et Lu e urs py Birago Diop, CouEs de Pilon by David
Diop, Au fil de la liberte by Conte S ai d ou a nd even s ome of
Tchicaya U Tam'si's poetry.
0

Senghor sings:

ma Lianne ma Beaute noire, ma Nuit noire ma Noire
ma Nue: 7 )

And again:
Femme nue, femme noire
Vetue de ta couleur qui est vie, de ta forme qui e st beaute:
Femme nue, femme no ire
Je chante ta beaute qui passe, forme que je fi~dans l'Eterne l ,
Avant que le Destin jaloux ne te reduis e en c e ndres pour
n ourir l e s racines d e la vi e .

8

)

The blackness the poet love s is naked blackness, divested of a ll
trappings of Western Civilization.

So he undress es the black

woman in orde r to sing the liveliness of her colour and the beauty
of h er curves.

It is this s e arch for nake dness, the search for

original Africa unadorned by for e ign contributions which l eads
Africans writing in French to lo ok so much to the pas t .

--------------------------6) LG Danas Du P i gment ( Paris , Presence Africaine,
7) LS Senghor Chants d ' O ~ ( Paris, Du Seuil )

It is a

1965 ) Pp 23 - 24 .

- 5 search for authenticity in which they get their people's dream
of happiness all wrong.

For the masses happiness was, as it

still is, a prospective dream.

Better conditions of living,

higher purchasing power, personal freedom, a share of all the
good things of modern life, from industrial products to learning;
in short, a longing for better days to come.

The prestige which

educated Africans have among their people shows how forwardlooking the common man is.

And this is where the paradox of the

situation emerges with brutal clarity; for the educated African,
especially when he is a writer, that is an intellectual to use
the word which one hears so often in French-speaking African
circles, seems to recoil from all the education he has got, to
reject its authority and to seek his happiness, his peace of
mind, his mission, in a retrospective dream.

He is nostalgic;

for him it is better yesterdays that seem to count and not better
tomorrowa Camara Laye's brilliant autobiographical novel L'Enfant
noir and his philosophical novel of a white man who comes to
Africa in search of a black king, Le Re gard du Roi 9 ~ Nazi Boni's
Crepuscule des Temps Anciens, Birago Diop's Les contes D'Amadou
Koumba, Bernard Dadie's Le Pagne Noir and Abdoulaye Sadji's
Tounka

10)

are, in one way or the other, laments for what Nazi

Boni has called

11

1 'Afrique specifiquement Africaine." 1vha t

thcs e

books celebrate in their various ways is old and et~rnal Africa.
The colourful pageantry, the proverbial warmth of heart.
even the mysteriously sublime in Africa's
sion of the world.

And

practice of its vi-

Sometimes t~e nostalgia is so extravagant

that one wonders whether there isn't something like artistic
sincerity which has nothing to do with intellectual authenticity.
Senghor for Gxar:1plo, says,
Et r:1on cocur de nouveau sur J.E})s marches de la haute demeure.

Je , :~1, n.l l onge

a

terre

a VOS

pieds

I

dans la poussiGre

de mes

respects
A vos pieds, Ancestres presents, qui dominez fiers l a grandesalle de tous vos masques qui defient le Temps.

9)

(Paris: Plon

1953 and 1955)

10)

(Paris : Presence Africaine)
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In the same poem he says:
Vous savez que j'ai lie amitie avec les princes proscrits de
l ' esprit, avec les princes de la forme
Que j'ai mange le pain qui donne faim de l'innombrablc

armee des travailleurs et des sans-travail
Que j'ai reve d'un monde de soleil dans la fraternite •ies mes
fr~res aux yeux bleus,

11)

And one is not surprised when he ends the poem with:
Demain, je prendrai le chemin de l'Eur ope, chemin de
l'ambassade
Dans le regret du Pays noir.
For as soon as we are faced with these preoccupations with traditional Africa, whether in the poets or in the novelists, we
know the revolt is over; that cultural negotiations are about
to open; that the time for the spiritual dialogue with the foreign
metropolis has arrived.

It is atthis point that, whether we like

it or not. the solitude of the African writer begins.

All his

resounding rejection of the whit e man's culture: the inequality,
the Christianity which the Cameroonian novelists Mongo Beti and
Oyono whip so well, the one in Uno Vie de 3oy and Chemin d'Europe,
the other in Le Papvre Christ de Bomba - in brief, the r evolt
against Europe, mellows,

The writer, the poet and the intellec-

tual become ambassadors, taking new of Africa to the Courts of
Europe.

Cultural nationalisr.i gives way to cultural diplomacy.

In Epitres

a

la Princesse

Mon espoir e st de revenir

12 ), Senghor speaks of :

a

la fin de L'Ete.

Ma mission sera

breve.
J'ai la confiance demon Peuple.

On m'a nomme l'Intinerant.

And again:
Ambassadeur du Peuple noirs, me voice dans la Metropol e .
J'ai compte douze portes rayonnantes, denombre douze mil l e
e toiles.
Like most of these writers he is the ambassador representing h;s

1.1) Cb.cm-ts c.1."J,·_1bre ( Paris c.u Scuil ,.1 956)
12) 2 thiopiqueo ( P~ris _du Seuil, 1956)

,..

- 7 people at the Colonizer's Court in Europe where he has to talk o:f
theu and to 1-.rhich he has to deliver their uessaees. Now, since the
ruler of' this Africa was at the time the French President, Senghor
could not claiu to be the anbassador o:f 1~10dern Senegal \vhich was a
dependent territory; hence he had to follow his imagination to the
distant past ,-,hen the land ,vas free. And it is about this ancient,
independent Africa that he talks; his poetic dialogue with tho
French is centred on it. And one notices the saue thing in nearly
all the other writers of French Africa, there is the marked tendency of trying to prove something to Europe, of' parading the charm
and specific qualities of' the homeland. iJhen Cantara Laye 1:1akes his
Enf'ant Noir end with the take oi':f of the hero's plane for Paris,
one has the impression that he too ,.ras just being an ambassador or
the cultural attache 0£ his native Guinea going to Paris with
r.1emories and messages from the Fouta-Djallon.
Another result of this aubassadorial pose is the refusal to critcize custom and traditinn in public. For tradition, all the folklore, the myths and the history are the cultural hor:1eland and while
on a mission abroad the man representing his people never criticizes his country 1vhose servant he is. Hence 1:iost of the writers of'
French-speaking Africa are the uncritical servants of old Africa
which they glorify, beautify and often romanticize - not a bad thing
in itself given the nature of colonialisP.1, the hurt it inflict e d on
African self-pride. It is iirhen this attachment to the past and its
e1:1otional reconstitution becomes indiscriminate that the whole thing
coulJ. become reactionary, that is anti-progress.
ilhat are the imt'.lediate consequences of this use of art as a diplomatic weapon? I

think it accentuates cultural alienation; ~or the

artist ceases to create for himself' alone; and also fron beyond the
grave the ancestors seduce him, diverting him fro m the problews of
his contempory con.patriots. So that unlike the social politician
whose life is dedicated to the material happiness of his people,
the African intellectual is not the anbassador of' his people but
the ambassador of' tho ancestors, those lucky ones who had lived and
died as free men. So the values he takes for discussion with the
rest of the world are traditional values, messages of the beginning.
And thi s is where the problem of audience arises.

-
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The existence of a dialogue between civilizations 1 a dialogue initiated on a

global level by the writers and accepted by Europe

makes the audience of the African writer to be concentraded
around conference tables.

This makes the writer often very

self-conscious and at times more or less bent on pleasing.

That

is why sometimes one fears whether his independence doesn.,t
suffer; but if it does within the limits of what is reasonable
and worthy of an artist, then it is just the price he has t o pay
for the compromise, the rediscovered harmony in which the co-'-..,_ ..
tradiction between his aspirations and those of the other pa~ty
find itself resolved.

But even the harmony is only superfi cial;

enough artistic tension remains in the heart ·which takes refuge
in self-justification.

In his Chaka, for e xanpl e , Senghor mnkes

the Zulu leader say, in replying to the white voice which
accuses the African of hate:
11

Ce n.,est pas hair que d.,aimer son peuple.

And, addressing the 16th session of the UN.

11

Ge neral Assembly,

Senghor, who it must be said, is one of our greatest living poets,
declared:

.,
.
Que nos confrontations - politiques, econor.11ques,
culturelles - demeurent seulement pacifiques.

a

alors peu

peu, par echange et emprunts, par

.J 0

morales,
suir s-3.r qu'

Oemose , t outes le s

nations et races avanceront . d.,un movement convergeant vers la
civilization de l.,universel.~
The revolt is over, the dialogue well advancec~ now that both
sid -:,seem

to have agreed on a compromise.

Besides Senghor, one other important African poet worldnc in
French is Tchicaya U Tam., si who is fro1:. tho Cc::~0-0,
~:i th 1::..:,.
one is still with the blackness movement but very far froo the
aristocratic romanticism of the SeneGalese poet and o.uch nearer
CG-saire

and Damas, the two other fathers of African writing in

French.

By c onsigning polemics to beautiful poet r y, Tchicnya

U Taci.., si makes protest sublime even when he is i~eporting:
la fraie e ut bien
tout de s uit e apr0s les vepres;
unban de ventres blancs

... 9 -

flotta sur Stanely-pool
parmi les jacinthes d'eau
Et la nuit crepita
sous le feu des ~toiles.

Tchicaya U tam'si; Le Ventre, (Paris: Pr~sence Africaine, 1964);
And again :
Ccux qui sont venus
avaient sous leurs narines
la croix et la banni~re
ou l'on vit le christ
accroupis et somnolent
sur les flaCTmes du purgatoire
et j'oublie, un vomitif

. ,

dans les caliccs, dans chaque aain.
Vous ctes venus:
Etes-vous sur d'avoir vaincu?

His other volumes are L e Mauvais Sang, Feu de :3rousse, A TricheCaeur, Epitome.

Essentially a surrealist, throwing in words

just as they come, prompted only by his sensibility, ho a ttains
tho freedom and perceptiveness of the greatest spontaneous
poets.

But he can also bo quite straight-forward and imme diately

moving as when he turns aside as if £ed up with a kind of love:
Va
Va va
au golgatah
le ventre nu devant:
J'ni deja la bouche sucr6o
de tousles mots d'amour
qui vont plouvoir de ta paine;
After the originality of Senghor, Damas, Ccsairo and U Tam'si,
the other African poets are just in lov e with words; and reading
them one hears echoes of the French romantics.

Birago Diop,

for exampl e, better known for his cont es d 'Ama dou liownba, sob 8
Le coeur vaste comae un rove
un reve d'enfant

:

-
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and our protests, our theories and our sweat less idle. Those remained diplomats living abroad even when they were in Africa. Designers of the neo~traditional city they live outside its walls,
strangers abroad, they are also strangers to their own sources and
yet the talk continues; and yet the poems continue to greet the
dawn like the daily songs of early birds. And yet they continue to
talk of Timbucktu. They reCTind us of the Almamy and of ancestral
astrology, of our philosophy, beautiful posturing, and nothing
more. There is a certain emptiness in retrospective drea~s when,
creat3d, they are in their turn, incapable of becoming creative.
In conclusion, let us recapitulate certain points for a while but
in another context. From the beginning politics was central in the
works of French-speaking African writers. If they talked so much
of love and dignity and the past it was because they were dissatisfied with the present as administered by the colonial administration. And injustice and oppression came to be identified with the
white man. But as if History decided to expose these writers before
their people, the anti-imperialist struggle made headway and
Africans, including some writers, found themselves in positions of
power. At last the y could concretize the dream of the ideal city,
bring the ancestors nearer the living and drive death and suffering
very far away. But that city was not founded. And more and more it
is becoming futile to blame everything on the white man, futile
even to continue to sing the past. Thus the excerise of power
brought with it the occasion for a new realism in

African litera-

ture. Blaming the white man has lost some of its urgency.
Sociology is gaining ground over ethnology, and classical traditionalism is losing some of its attraction. The giant of this n e w
1
vision is Sembene Ousmane whose latest short novel, Le I'f andat ),
is a minor masterpiece. No sentioentality. And he sees social parasitiso in the communaliso which accepts privation and suffering
lying down. But if he is the leader of the dynamic realisn which is
developing in French African writing it should not be forgotten
that the achievements of the other elder brother of the present
both o f whom are the sons of history carrying in its woob tho
foetus of the future. The intersting thing would be to see what
kind of brooks Africans would be writin g within the n e xt ten y e ars.
We hope th ey would talk of progre ss and love a nd of hop e .
1

)Paris, Pres e nc e Af ricaine 1966
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INTRODUCTION TO
MODERN ETHIOPIAN LITERATURE
by Monghistu Lemmo.

In consi doring Modorn Ethiopian litcrnturo I must first make my terms
of rofcrcnco clenr . I shall limit mys elf to written liternture, and
by literature I mean crentive writing only : the novel nnd tho short
story, dramo. nnd poetry. I exclude from my purview ornl li terature
represented chiefly by classical Qone poetry, because I consider Qene
poetry as a continuntion, a survivnl of the old traditi on. The term
Ethiopian l iterature moreover must be understood to mean liternture
written in t h o offi cial vernacular language of Amharic.
The special interest of Eth:iopiD.n liternture in the present days '
all-African context lies i n tho histori cal fnct that i t is composed
in an African language with a unique al phabet of its own, nn alphabet
thnt in the consistency of its phonetic logic can beat both English
and French. For sooner or lo.tor non-Arab Africa will have to devel op
its own nativ e African l angungos as effe ctive tools of literary
expression . In saying this I would like to emphasize that we i n Ethi opia do not by any means minimize the i mmense practical difficul ties
involved in such a development , that it will take time a nd 3rcat unit ea
efforts . But I don 't want to digress too fnr in this direction.
Modernization in the Ethiopian context i s n pr ocess of change: in
linguistic nodium, in t he scculari zntion of content and in the
n quisition of sensitive contnc t with the cultural cross currents of
world literature . The parallel thnt readily comes to mind is the
transition from Medieval Latin to the vernacular l anguage medium that
accompanied tho Rono.issance in Europe . Part of Dante's groat achievement
in tho Divine Conedy is tho..t ho wr ote it in the Italian vernacular in
place of Latin. A similnr situation held in Ethiopia till the end of
the 18th century . We hnd our own Latin in t ho Gcoz language and literature dealt wi th religious subject matter closely integrated with tho
rites and services of tho Ethiopian Coptic Orthodox Church . Modernizati on
therefore meant first of nll

o.

change of medium from classical Geez to

the Amharic vernacular. Thi s happened with regar d to t he novGl in tho
first qunrter of this century with Afcwork Gabreeosus. His efforts wore
lat er followed by Horouy Wal de Sel assie in a parable inspired by Bunyan 1 8

-
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Pilgrims Progress 9 and a novel dealing with the early nanifcstation of
the clash of traditional ways of life with tho spirit of modernization.
These were the pioneers of the modern Ethiopian novel.
In drama the pioneers came much later.- Malaku and Yoftahe 9 who used the
Amharic modium 9 incorporated sane and dance in their dr amas 9 and being
dramatists had to deal with purely secular subjects and problems familiar to their audience. They were tho most popular playwriehts of tho
years before tho Italian fascist invasion of Ethiopia . Yct 9 judged by
the criteria I set out earlier, none of these writers were really fully
nodorn . They wrote in the vernacular 9 they dealt more or less with
secular pro bl ems and subject matter; although they all had a soun~
traditional background in Qene poetry they lacked that intimate contact
with world literature and consequently could not quite manage to break
away completely from the fetters of the earlier tradition as far as
tho

11

ooralities 11 or technique were concerned. The great importance of

the foreign contact t o tho development of traditional l iterature can
be seen in India where Bengali literature has stolen a long march on
Hindi literature because of its earlier contact with World l iterature
through English literature; Calcutta was the first capital of British
Indio..
This contac t with foreign literature and the familiarity with tho
masterpieces of world l iterature that accompanies it would not have
been so lo.to in corning to the Ethiopian literary scone were it not for
the Italian invasion and occupation. The Italian fascist dictatorship
systematically exterminated members of the Ethiopian intelligentia who
had acquire~ their modern education in Europe. It confiscated and made
bonfires of books written in French or English and made the possession
of thorn punishable by death. It then proceeded to impl ement the South
African policy of Apartheid in education that coaxed Ethiopians to
attend Italian schools but forced them to

11

~raduate 11 from the thir d

elementary e rade. The result aimed at by this policy was the training
of young Ethiopians in the mastery of t he limited vocabulary of
pidgin-Italian that employed only tho infinitive of verbs amonc other
niceties, so that the fascist masters will have an efficient cook,
dishwasher, or General servant - unable to read serious books in the
proper Italian lane;uac;e . On to1J of that fascist censorship allowed only
sychophantic literature and pro- Italian political propaganda to appear
in Amharic 1 and ruthlessly scotchou tho faintest sti rrincs of patriotic
writing in the bud. Luckily tho Italian occupation l asted only fi ve

- 3 years, before any lasting damage could take root in life or literature.
It is therefore after 1941 that modern Ethiopian literature reared its
head again withthogeneral euphoria that naturally accompanied liberation from the alien yoke. Tho phase was marked by greater contact with
outside influences. Tho liberal Sirak Horouy, son of Herouy Welde
Selassie, translated Johnson's

11

Rasselas 11 into Amharic. Kebede Michael

imbued with French culture, tro.nslatod

11

Beyond Pardon" in euphonic

.L\mheric verso and later "Romeo and Juliot 11 • Ho o.lso wrote or translated
stories and fables for use in schools and wrote plays like
and

11

11

Hanibal 11

Yeketat Maebol 11 (Tho Storm of Retribution), in excellent clear

Amharic with a contagious facility in verso, but all fron a palpably
conservative ideological orientation • .L\n example of his appearance can
be deduced from the plot of his play

11

The Storm of Retribution 11 , which

shows tho tragic death in the hands of tho very underdogs tho chanpions
of an Ethiopian youth , educated abroad, who returns homo to preach
such dangerous ideas as the oqual distribution of national wealth,
incone etc ••• Kebede Michael is technically more advanced than his
pre-war predecessors, but he still falls short of tho real international
standards.
Another prolific writer of novels and plays was the late Makonnen
Endalkachow, the former Prime Wunistor of Ethiopia. A l eading member
of the aristoc:racy, and a religious man in tho tra ditional sense, ho
depicted in his novel "Tho City of tho Poor" the traeic death of a
social and economic upstart too big for his shoes whom retribution
overtakes in t he form of an air disaster on a flight from London to
New York. Tho tendency to openly moraliz e o.nd pr each the holy GospGls
in novels and plo.y, plus a certain primitiveness of technique, however
mo.rk him o.s being o. part of tho traditional

11

moralitiest1, in spite of

the modern or historical subject matter he ho.s tackled.
Ghermachew Te clc-Hawo.riat is n novelist and playwriGht technically
more up-to-date.and liberal in content that either of the above mentioned.
He has written n historical play in verso a.bout the romantic career of
Emperor Theodore (who ended tho rule of the feudl princes by o. series
of brillio.nt military victories, crowned himself o.nd , after a roi Gn of
fifteen y ears over~ united Empire, co:r.ir.1ittod suicide rather than be
taken prisoner by General Napier, loo.der of tho British Imperialist
punitive expedition). The play is understandably very popular i n our
country. His novel

11

Ar-l\.yo.t1 is proscribed reading in Ethiopian schools .

It deal s with tho fate of a modern Ethiopi an brought up and educated
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in Europe, who returning home as a reformer courageously undergoes the
wear and tear that our contemporary transitional society reserves for
such a strange bird. The book is popular among the younger generation
and is tho first complete volume to be translated into Russian and,
consequently, subsequently into Chinese. Ghernachew is an active writer
of quality, not of mere quantity.
Another writer of great quality and technical excellence is Haddis
Alemayehu. His volume of modern Ethiopian fables is of a very high
standard both in form and liberal content. He has recently completed
the longest novel in tho history of Amharic literature - over five
hundred pages long. He owes his groat mastery of the Amharic language
and his refinement in it to the good classical background he has of
Qene poetry. Moreover his knowledge of the English language, his long
career in the Foreign service have u...~doubtedly contributed to a more
intimate contact with world literature and culture, that is reflected
in the high quality of his literary creations.
The above mentioned authours arc all tho educational products of the
pre-Italian occupation era . The younger writers belong to the post-war
period, Of these we have Taddese Liben, n short story writer, modern
in technique as well as in. content, He writes about the transitional
problems of the post-war generation of young men and women, about the
social and moral problems that have accompani e d Ethiopia 's more accelerated confrontation with tho outside world. He has to date published
only two volumes, and some of his stories are translated into Russian .
Taddoso Lib en is an original writer.
Next comes Borhanu Zerihun, a novelist , who has quite a few novels to
his credit. He writes clear direct Amharic, on contemporary problems.
Tsegnye Gabre-Medhin is a playwricht, who has also translated some of
Shakespeare Is o.nd I1olioro Is pieces into Amhnric.
I could add many more, but limit myself owing to the t i me at my disposal.
On tho whole, the post-war gcnorntion of writers are technically better
equipped than their elders, mainly because of the easier contact with
foreien literature thnt modern education provides. The movies havo
also boon a strong technical influence in some cases. But there are
dra wbacks ns well. Tho absorption of fore i gn influenc es, lack of depth,
divorce from and irrel evance to tho rcnl li f e of our own p eopl e , The
antidote to this is of course a good classical background of our own.
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My own place belonis of course

to

the post-war generation of writers.

But I wo.s lucky to ho.ve undergone our own tradi tional education in tho
school of Qene poetry before undertaki ~c Western education. In poetry
I have attempted to t1nintain the high standard of Geez Qene poetry , and
o.t the same time to liberate my Amharic verse from excessive dependence
on the clement of the pun which has been rampant in traditional versification, due largely to t he special genius of the Amharic language
whi ch is full of words o.nd constructions with multiple meanings. For
preoccupation with the witty pun had tended to be an end in itself
pursued at the expense of content.
In my comedies I acknowl edge Moliere, Gogol and Bernard Shaw as technical
influences. Nono of this has been consciously aimed at on my part, but
becomes apparent after the event of literary creation.
Ethiopian society at the present time is almost a replica of 19th century
Russia: the imperial court, tho nobility 1 the powerful Ethiopian coptic
orthodox church, the peasantry. Checkhow's short stories nre dailly
occuranccs, so that we find tho Russian masters speaking to us, directly
and intimately as almost no others do.
There is a ereat abundance of human and social material in a society
in transition from the Middle Aces of the country si de to the 19th
and 20th century of the capital. One can write about this in a native
official vernacular that is complex antl sophistico.to d. In the s ame
category of positiv e advantages is the traditioncl respect for the
poet and tho schol ar that does carry somehow into tho present day
cultural awareness of our rendin0 public. However, I do not want to
paint a too rosy picture. We hnve problems. We still suffer from the
virtual absence of publishinc houses with the consequence that we have
to foot the printine bill of our literary creations. The bane of censor.ship still insists that in the Amharic version of Shakespeare's
Caesar

11

11

Julius

Brutus should be stabb ecl by Caesar instead of the other way

round.
On the other hand we are faced with the challencc of our historical
situation. To meet it we have to effect a synthesis of our class ical
tradi tion in poetry with a modern approach and freed om of expression.
In the draraa and the novel we have to raise the t echnical l evel of
creative endeavour to the highest cosmopolitan standards, while at
the same time nvoidin.3 the ivory tower of the

11

.Artsnkist" , the excessive

preoccupation wi th experimentation as an end in itself, or the danGer

-
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of being swept away by the winds of ceaseless chcn5e in literary
fashion blowin~ from abroad.
The serious creative writer in my opinion must work with only his own
inspiration as a reliable guide. It is not his business to look to
posterity for approval, or ta consciously striv e to capture the
''eternal veritics 11 in order to ass ur e himself the vanity of im:oortnlity.
In any case, the so called "eternal verities" arc too old , stationary,
thread-bare with r opetition .
He cannot be expected to bow to the critical canons of either West or
East, for he can make his real contribution to the rest of the world
only through b eine himself, true to his roots nnd traditions. Havjng
his home in a continent in ferment he cannot adopt an ~ttitude of i~diffcrencc to social chanee and the political situation. The ain is tJ
be socially purposeful, comraitted to tho revaluation of existing do:r:~s
a nd age-old concepts in all fields including literature and art. \re
sh~ll find out fo r ourselves whether tho world is an oyster or a ernin
of sand.

"
·"

•
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Rcsuu6s- ·of .bodern ;'..fricnn., lit.e ro.ture:
NOilTHAFRI C,'\.
by Albert Moi::n;J.i .

Some twelve yeo.rs o.go the question was still o.skcd whether a
North African literature existed. The ques t ion wo.s n ot new, but it
had never be en convincingly a nswer ed . The temptation to r elate
the different works originating in North Africa to each other
do.tes back to the beginning of the century, to t he efforts of the
11

Algerianist 11 school. More r ecently. Audisie, and then Camus,

thems elves employ ed without too much conviction such expressions
as the

11

Algerio.n school" o.nd the

11

North African school of l etters".

These a ttempts ho.rdly stood up t o the most moderc.te of objections.
A study r e c ently made amone Alger ian writers reveal ed only their
own embo.rrassment. They a cknowl edged in t heir writing, as particular
qualities, o. taste for passionut e conf ession, for violence, a l ov e
of the sun and light, a sense of destiny .•• Characteristics, o.s
Audisie justly remarked, which a r e hardly specific to North Africa.
One can understand t he discouragement of critics who were a lways
brought back, finall y, to the s t andard position: the literary
mov ement in North Africa is simpl y an off-shoot of the French, o.
movement risen at random from a wayward kernel on the edB8 of the
desert.
It is not only t oday that North Africa has attract ed writ ers . To
mention only t h e most important, Fl aubert, even, took the variety
~f i ts country as a l ite rary exercis e , Gide sought renewed inspirat i on there from 1894, and Montherlant worked there on the manuscript
of LA ROSE DE SABLE in 1933-34.
The important thing is that in all these books the people of the
country are ei ther a bs en t of conv entionally drawn: tho delicious
smo.11 boys of the tourists , the b edouins , savage puppets of love,
the wild Arabs, these , o.fter o.11 , are hardl y repre sentative of
North African humanity. For these French writers, North Afri ca
was only an ad dit onnal colour to their palette, at b es t a land
of escape . Like the Romantics in Italy, they sou cht a moderatel y
toned resort, googro.phico.lly convenient: in fine , o.n accesso ry.

-
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;l'lis line is so littl e cho.ractcristic of o.ny

11

North African li t e ra.ture 11

~ho.tit can be pursued also by other no.tions. The Americans, who have
hardly just discovered North Africa, are starting to try their hand
~t it. Paul Bowles finds it an interesting stage against which to
) lay out the dramas of his American heroes; but for none of t h ose
·

1

tourist wri ters 11 has North Africo. been more than a pretext.

\ new literary era starts with o. r-ccond group: the first generation
if French-language writers born in North Africa.
~.'he nreo. 1 s no.turn.l beauty, for i m:to.nco , which for the others was
1.

mnrvellous discovery, pure jG/ e.nd astonishment , is for these

:vri tors something which tho? bn.v-o first been given o.nd later come
Jo.ck to, whon thoy tire of thoL·· I'o.risio.n exile. Their nostalgia,
:Jft en sorrowful, shines throuch the works of Co.mus. Nocos, surely,
:. s a more faithful a.nd convin ci ·'le; expression of Mediterranean
mppines s, tho contnct with hot stones and sun, than anything that
li dc was able to wri to. Aud5-3ic. hL:s_ po.c;qs

by comparison with which

-.:'laubert seems lo.bourecl and ulti:ra<J.tely artificial.
·rhis generation, howeve r, wo.s not destined to found a North Af rican
literature . There are Do.ny roasonc for this. If Robles, Audisie or
1o sfelder o.re rorth Africans by ori~in or temp erament, they arc
a.lso Parisicns by vocation. VcrJ s oon their natural and legitimate
:i.mbi tion was tc ho come French v-;~::-i tcrs with tho others - or with
the best of them. I n t~_me they :J roke with North Africa, from which,
~ecesso.rily, they had ,tarted (not to mention those like Bosco,
·,ho ho.d never found ins pi rati.or. there). To use an expression that
i mplies far more than:'.. ge:oerar liicnl situo.tion, these wore tho
Frenchmen from ~ orth Africa.
·- - ~he humanity ard generosity of sh oso writersm::-o certainly not in
-1uestion. Nor :!.s the i r c..esth:- tic :cmccess; it would be absurd to
, re tend that oLe cannot produc e: n valid work of art without having
one I s roots perm'.lnent ly plun 0 ci'. in a particular territory. The
~oint is tha t they wore insufficiently familiar with tho majo rity
~f North Africans to feel

t~~

r.~od to bear witness to them. They

c.re , a.dmittedl;r, n:.ore ·'forth .'cf:.. ic::m than Tznro. is Rumanian or
:,'lac Orlan o. Swiss - but less them MD.urio.c is a bordelais or Daudct

.,. proven cal.

- 3 The tourist writers, and then tho French writers from North Africa,
arc followed by tho last chapter to date, that of tho North African
writers in tho French language.
This event is significant: for the first time, North Africa socs
herself taken for granted. Accepted, claimed or discussed, she is
no longer a simple pretext or geographical accident. These now
authors arc at grips with their country, as with what is essential
in themselves~ Aborigines, belon5ing to those population groups
that feel no other pole of attraction, they are participants in
the drama. Colonized, it is enough for them; often, to express
themselves, not to boar witness to colonisation, but to reveal
the interior and exterior universe of a colonised peop+e. Entangled
still in tho patriarchate and religion, now men, thirsty for tho
future, torn in ·their psychology and their history, North Africa
seems, almost.~gainst their will, to find a total expression in
all they do, even in their most incomplete works.
The depiction of North African reality has at last come into its
own. This slowness to discover its own domnin is not peculiar to
North African literature. The Gormnns, a tardy nation, delayed
until tho 18th century before finding themsel ves in their li terature,
before accepting to unveil themselves. The new North African writers
are at last getting down to their lives, to the lives of their
fellow citizens, to the hUiilan ralationships that bind them together,
to tho nature that bears them up. 1~nd each season brings its f resh
contribution to a table that is already richly laden, and at which,
it seems, all regions and soc ial categories are to be repr esented :
the landowners of Kabylio in LA COLLINE OUBLIEE by Mammeri, the
miserable fellahoen in Fornoun 1 s LE FILS DU PAUVRE, the inhabitants
of tho Algerian fondouks in Dhib's L'ALGERIE, and the 3rand burghers
of Fez nnd Mnzagryan in S6friou's LA POIRE A MERVEILIES or Chraibi 1 s
LE PASSE SIMPLE ( S c e p • 1 8) •
Tho first generation of North African writers, at tho same time, is
not simply an ago e;roup, it is still erowing: Liouss y (LE SANG CHADD),
Pellegri (L 1 EMl3ARQUEMENT DU LUNDI), Daniel (L 1 ERREUR) or Sonae
(POEMES), contemporaries of the second generation, belong humanly
and technically speaking to tho f irst.
Bu t new problems were arising . It was necessary to avoid a double
danger , common to the majority of nascent literatures. An excessive
f i delity to their subject, di scovered with such joy, and they lapsed
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into regionalism. It was often thought sufficient to describe in
minute detail various magic rites or peculiar ceremonies, to name
the objects in dialect, in order to produce a work of art. It is
amusing to observe that this exaggerated respect harked back to tho
false exoticism of the tourist writers. The other temptation,
equally fatal, lay in a false superiority to their historical and
sociological situation. It is possible that, in ignoring it, they
hoped to deny it. On the pretext of universal intentions, they
put on stage disincarnate beings, they entered tho r ealm of t he
abstract.
Thero was no simple recipe to resolve this contradictory pressure:
only talent could show a solution, once tho job was done.
For tho first time, a group of writers has succeeded in interesting
a fairly broad public; at the same time, they present to this public
a surprising and unfamiliar world. Tho attraction, surely, is a
universality that is true to itself.
If, by discovering a specific content, and by its formo.l successes,
this young literature appears to be on the way to becoming representative of North Africa, its linguistic tool still defines and limits
its ambitions.
Tho majority of nascent - or renascent - literary movements ha ve
had to cope with problems of language - or a t least of diction.
Examples are the strivings of the Pl6iade or Malherb e , or of Luther
in Germ.any. The usual solution has boon to choose the language amended - of the greatest number (passage from L~tin to French, or
to German).
Tho first generation of North African writers, who were trying to
enter by storm the great French tradition, did not experience these
problems, at least not keenly. The mother language of those writers
is French, is not the language spoken by the great majority of North
Africans.
The lack of coincidence between mother tongue and cultural language
is in itself a sour~e of severe handiDaps, even of psychological
conflicts. It contributes in considerable degree to the scholastic
difficulties, which are more frequent than otherwise , to the
discouragement of Giftod individuals, and to a certain inertia i n
the promotion of culture. To produc e a work of a rt i n a s econdarily
. : ..: ~ :. ... .

'
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learned language requirEs great effort. Remembering also that it is
necessary to express objects and relationships that have never b efore
been mastered in the language, we realize that the task demand arduous
application.
The second linguistic consequence is even more tragic. Sooner or
later, the North African writer asks himself the ritual question:
for whom am I writing? Language is at once a tool of expression
and communication. The North African writer who begins to succeed
in expressing himself and certain new realities has still not
necessarily found his proper public. It is a paradox, disquieting
for the future of his work, that such a writer, because he writes
in French, cannot make himself hoard at home.
This said, and disregarding the French public which comprises the
bulk of his readers, there docs exist a French-speaking North African
public: apart from the French, and the majority of other Europeans,
tho great majority of bourgeois Mosloms and Jews. And in the
bourgeois democracies, at least, readers are recuited from this
sector of the population. The majority of political leaders, for
instance, express themselves and write better in French than in
Arabic. Bourguiba 1 s recently published book was written directly
in French.
The situation of this literature thus remains fluid: its fate is
linked with that of the French language in North Africa.
So much for tho physionomy, the novelty and the horizons of current
North African literature: what has been said does not reflect at
all on the historical merits or aesthetic successes of the North
African wtiters in French. After all, Apuleius and St. Augustine,
North American writers who write in Lntin, hnve survived.

,,

/
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A PERSPECTIVE OF THE MODERN PORTUGUESE-SPE.AKING

AFRICAN LITERA:~-:IB
To present a literary panorama of this African literature (unknown as a result of the lack of expansion 0£ the ~ortuguese
language), without mentioning the specific problems of each country, we must emphasize the similarities which give it a homogeneous
character. But in a deep and more detailed analysis we should . consider the ethnological and economic structure of each country,
the type of . relations with the neighbouring territories and the
reasons for, and effects of, emigration.
One of the points of affinity is the use of Portuguese, independent
of the need of a real knowledge of it so as to dominate the long
way and penetrate eacr.. word. It is used in syobiosis with the cain
Bantu languages4 Another ,point could be found in a revealed sense
of alienation alongside an anarchic desire to contribute to a social change of the present status quo. It is also important to
state that those literary movements . which a s sumed organized forms
not long after the Second World War, developed in urban pockets.
It seems to us that this explains clearly why only the Af'ricans
and Coloured (Mulattos) who were more or less integrated into, or
in direct contact with, the dominant culture produced written £orms

of literature. It also explains why no cultural policy has been
established for the Bantu majority which has become merely an object of economic exploitation.
A fourth point is the writer 1 s conception of the word "Nation",
the awareness of the increased role .he has to play with respect
to a humiliated and oppressed class, an attitude which pres~
poses positive influences from Brazilian and European neo-realistic
literature.
Despite these affinities, we t:lUst accept as normal the contradictory aspects of this African literature written in Portuguese or
Creole in what one must realize that it has been created under
differing social and economic conditions.
The affinities and contradictions . presuppose a division of the
writers based on the geographical, social and economic conditions
which have deterr.iinerl their cultural background.

-
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The :first group is composed of' those who have lived in voluntary

n

exi1e 1.1 in Portugal i tse1:f, irrespective of' their in~;u.1ar

(Cape Verdi, St Tome and Principe) or contip,~~1.ta1 (Ango1a, Guinea and Mozar:ibique) origins. Their poems, short stories, novels
and essays contain the essence wticb identifies Negritude with
the European Humanism of' the thirties. Their attitude resecble
those of' the French-,.speaking Af'rican writers in Paris who called
f'or African dignity, f'ree discussion and criticism but not to
the point of' forcing a heacl-on coll.ision between European.a and
Africans. Through regu1ar contacts with foreign l.iterary movements (including the Negro-American one), the remote cultural background of' these exiled writers has developed into a sort of EE:.=
latto cultural background.
It seems to us that this expression is also va1id to define the
cu1tural specificity of both French-speaking and English-speaking
African intellectuals whose literary works have been directly,
indirectly, apparently or evidently influenced by Western forms
of' behaviour or thought, or notions of' good and evil.
Writers froo this first group were.mainly high eo~col student or
university graduates from overseas, almost.completely integrated
~nto the Portuguese oiddle-class in Lisbon, Coimbra and Oporto.
They have written in correct Portuguese and their work is more
intellectual than emotional 1 as racial prejudices are not common
in Portugal itself. The Africans there represent a non-proleta-

rian minority which is of no interest as a group to be exploited
in :oanua1 labour •. At the same time, they are divorced from the

socio-colonial reality back home.
From this group, Joao Dias, a negro-m.ozambican has written ttGodi- .
do and Other Stories" (Ed. Coimbra,
a creole f'rom

s.

1947) .. Francisco Jos6 Tenreiro,

Tom~ published ttilha do nome Sante 11 (Isl~cl

of the Saintly Name), Ed~ Novo Cancioneiro, Coimbra in

1945. A.

Margarido, a portuguese specialist of this . literature, stated in
the Parisien literary magasine "Diogenes"

(1961) that "white su-

periority, hitherto accepted without question by all Negro poets
writing in portuguese, is here (Portugal) challenged for the first
time 11 • This is a correct stateraent, but contrary to what has been
asserted by Margarido i:n the same article, it seems to us that
Tenreiro's mixed blood has not inf'1uenced his literary thought and

3 social analysis. Being in "exile'.-', influenced by the Negro-American
(Countee Cullen, Claude Mackay, Langston Hughes, etc.) and American
Poetry of the thirties he was also touched by the essence of European
Humanism through Negritude. Some of his poems remind us of Aime Cesaire
and Leon Dams of the same period and can be considered to be o~ high
standard . Other writers from the same

11

exiled 11 group are Aguinaldo

Fonseca, Gabriel Mariano, Terencio Anahory (Cape Verdi), Gcrnldo Besso
Victor and Mario Antonio (Angola), Gualter Soares, Orlando Mendes,
Marcelino dos Santos (Mozambique).
The second group is composed of those who have lived almost permanently
in the main towns of the Atlantic Islands (Cape Verdi facing Senegal, and
St. Tome and Principe facing respectively Rio Muni and Gabon). The younger
ones, lead by Oncsimo da Silveira (who published an important essay called
"Consciencia liza~no na literatura caboverdiana 11

-

Ed. Casa dos Estudantes

do Imperio-Lisbon, 1963) reject the past generation's cultural orientation
and their symbols represented by romanticism and surrealism.
The influence of Portuguese writers was evident (such literary movements
o.s Presen9a, AGuia, etc.). The younger generation lo.id claim to their
Negro origins but their literary work does not differ from the West Indian
(French and Enelish-speo.king) writers of the forties. The majority of
these Cape Verdi artists have lived in a marginal society in the main
urban centres and only a few have been integrated into the local system
of agriculture (bused on small farms). Onesimo was the head of the literary
uovoo.cnt called "New Generation". He published a poetry anthology called
11

Horn Groru:en (c:-c'.lt. Hour) ond a ,book of short stories cc.l lccl

.;eutc :fo.la: sin senl:J.or" ('lEveryono so.ys 'Yes Sirt

11 )

11

Toda a

which o.ro viGorous

nnd poetic,. Ho cnic;ratcd from Cape Verdi to work in the coffee and cocoaplantations in Sn ~ Tome. The other poets of this new group - Abilio Duarte,
Dulce Alr.iada, Corsj_no Fo rtes and Rolando Martins - have only just reached
the standard of Onesimo, Mario Fonseca and Feliberto Lopes. Some of these
poets have alternatively used Portu~ese or Creole. (A recent poetry book
called NOTI by Kaoberdiano Dambara - Ed. P.A.G.C. - represents an example
of the use of the creole language).
In Sao Tome and Principe, where the system of production is based on
large cocoa and coffee-plantations (owned by Portuguese and foreign capital)
we cannot mention more than three poets: Alda do Espirito Santo, Tomaz
Medeiros and Manuela Murgarido, all of them coloured as are the creoles
of the islands who are des cendants of white Portuguese of Jewish Settlers
and Noero slaves imported from Gabon, Angola and Guinea.
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All these poets deal with themes of daily life on the plantations and in
the villages and on the docks, using timely allegories to denounce the
economic system of exploitation which uses African forced labour from
Cape Verdi, Angola and Mozambique. The strength of their voices (formal
expression) places them in the vanguard of the pre-revolutionary Portuguesespeaking African poets from the continent . Some of their best poex;w figure
in 11 New Poetry from the Negro World" (Ed. Presence Africaine, March, 1966)
and a few Ent;lish translations in "Modern Poetry from Africa" (Ed. Gerald
Moore and Ulli Beier, Penguin Books). These intellectuals are from the
middle-class coloured families, city-born and with a hieh level of education. Their cultural background is not Negro but Mulatto. The social sufferings and oppression of the plantation workers are treated in the same way
irrespective of the writers' origins.
Tomaz Medeiros is aware that the problem is one of a class-strugele and
supports armed rebellion which he believes will lead to freedom and land
reform. Geophysical conditions, the fertile soil and the full rivers facilitate the growing of rich crops, which situation is different from the one
in Cape Verdi where the people are victims of cyclic famine. According to
M.argarido in Sao Tome and Principe

11

not only does all the arable land

belong to 300 whites, but the smaller plantations from 10 to 50 hectares are
con:,lotcly under cultivation, whcroa.s the lar0 er ones· over 50 hectares,
~c:_'.)ilt'csentinc the ri..a.j ' rity:, have iess than half of their land cultivated, due
to the shorLage of furcea labour'.
The third group is composed of writers who have lived permanently in the
colonies on tho continent, in Angola and in Mozambique. (~e had no sign of
a guineen literature until 1963. The literary work produced hns been too
limited to permit a judgement.) They are inhabitants of the main urban
centres and suburbs end live in direct contact with the different ethnic
groups: whites, coloureds, Indians, Chinese and the various Bantu ethnies
such as the 3haneanes, Tchopes, Makwas and Rongas, in the case of Angola,
and only with whites and Bantu ethnios such as Ngolas and Kimbundus.
Tho social and e conomic structures of those countries are varied and have
slowly evolved from tho cl~ssical colonial type of modern forms of capitalistic exploitation, covering large plantations or controlling immense
areas where African traditional life has been disturbed by the forced
crops system and labour recruitment to be used outside their l ocal habitat.
The inteGration of the Africans into a monetary economy has , in the large
run, made them accept these imposed crops. Another aspec t is the suburban
concentration of new industrial zones, white commercial centres, the ports
and railway stations. To different d~Brees, t h e African working-class is
totally or partially integrated into the market economy or the monetary
system.

- 5 Tho writers come from the urbnn or suburban zones which ~orrespond to
eultural poles. Here the ruling class benefits from permanent contact with
foreign or Portuguese-language cultural centres (Portugal and Brazil).
This explains the literary influences that these authors received from
Portuguese books and translations from other tongues. In the cnse of
Mozambique, on the East coast, English literature comes through Johannesburg which is one hour awny by plane or a 12-hour train journey from
Lourenzo Marques, or through Salisbury which is not far from Beira.
In cultural poles such as Luanda, Lobito, Beneuela and Nova Lisboa (Angola)
or Lourenzo Mn.rqucs, Beira, Queliraane and Nnmpula (Mozambique) the cultural
background is still Mulatto, no matter what the predominnnt literature
happens to be.
However the integration of the Bantus at any level is very slow and
effectively limited. The evidence is incontrovertible: Angola gives us
only one Negro-African poet, Agostinho Neto, nnu Mozambique two, Luis B.
Honwana and Mnla.ngatana Gowenha Valente. The others are of mixed origin
(Negro, Indian, Chinese or White). This is the case of Jose Crnveirinha,
No6mia de Sousa, Rui Nogar and Sergio Vieira (Mozambique) and Antonio
Jacinto, Mario de Andrade and others (Angola). (Gerald Moore and Ulli
Beier have included some of them in "Modern Poetry from Africa". Their
statements on Portuguese-speaking African poets display a lack of data or
a precipitate analysis of the cultural and sociological background).
Those continental writers have produced their work in Portuguese and
sometimes in a new language which was born and is used in the suburban
zones. This now language, not easily translatable, has often been used as
a literary experience by Jose Craveirinha, Rui Nogar and myself who come
from Mozambique end Ac ostinho Neto, Antonio Jacinto and Luandino Vieira
from Angola.
These include only a small number of good writers, whether in poetry or
in prose. But why more poetry and short stories are written than novels
or essays could o.nd should be explained. The first two forms of communication demand less time of intellectuals, who have no economic means to
publish books. They are printed in the literary pages or supplements of
daily newspapers (in spite of censorship) or on mimeographed sheets and
serve o.s a quick and efficient approach to the African people in the
suburbs. The latter, knowing only rudiraentnry Portuguese, but sufficient
to understand the content of n poem (even when read between the l i nes),
represent a valid audience, r eceptive to the social content of this poetry
of circumstance, f rom which the aes theti c preoc cupation is not always
absent.
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If we mnke a severe critical selection of this literature, we have to
include the novels of Cas tro Soromenho (Virage, Ed. Gallimard, Ca:r:ioxilo,
Ed. Presence Africaine, and others),the short stories and poems of Luandino
Vieira, Onesimo da Silveira, Luis Honwana, tho poems of Agostinho Neto,
Tomaz Medeiros, .Alda do Espirito Santo, Jose Craveirinha, Malangatana Valente
nnd the first creations of Rui Knopli •• None of these writers reveals any
influence from the Negritude movement and their poetry or prose are far
from being only "a cry of sheer ocony nnd loss" (as said by G. Moore and
Ulli Beier). It is true that we cannot identify this literature with any
revolutionary form of art, which must be the result of a new type of
society. But in treating varied themes such as love, African traditional
or urban life, oppression, intirnn.tc experiences,anguish or revolt in a
style which often rcproseniSintentional linguistic research, these authors
have attained a hiGh standard which places them on a level with people like
Wole Soyinka, Lewis Nkosi, Gabriel Okara, Frank Aig-Iraoukhuede, Mbella
Sonne Dipoko, U Tam 1 si, E,ljuurd ll,unick, Olyope B. Qu~nut:l, Chinuo Achebe,
Mouloud Mammeri and otners.
But what is a specific tendency of their creations is the powerful resonance
of their voices when identified uith the feelings of the masses who have
not possessed their own spokesmen until now. We cannot expect t heir work
to take another direction for the time being as they have been witnesses
of massacres such as those in Sao Tome (1953), against the kikuios in
Angola (from 1952) and against the Ma.kondes in Mozambique (from 1960) unloss
the guerril1o. war f .) r nntir.nn.l liberoti.:m brines D.b·. Jut

~

c •Jnplete chance in

the ·status~·
The arguments presented by so many specialists such as Janhoinz Jahn,
Gerald Moore, Ulli Beier, etc. or by some African poets such as J. Pepper
Clark, Edouard L'm.tnick, who say thc."l.t African li torature ( or only poetry) is
valid when collective or of a high standard when individual, are both
correct and wron5: in their statements they have used stereotyped forms of
criticism. ifo must avoid to use these forms, otherwise culture will no
lon~er be dynamic and will die from exhaustion. The health and growth of
culture are strictly identified within the sooial and economic evolution
of society, and this implies intellectual participation in that evolution.
As for the traditional Bantu forms of society (almost entirely destroyed
or sever ely darn.aged by the colonial system), the poet hns had an i mportont
role to play as critic, satirist or humorist. FollowinG this t hought and
considering it with regard to the evolution of thes e societies, the statement is still val id but only in areas where new methods of production have
not been established .

,.
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Tc.kine; the co.so of the ranjority of a.uthors considered, we must not forget
thnt they a.re urban poets, individuols intcgrateu into different types of
society, on tho western po.ttorn. They nro no longer poets of traditional
societies plo.yine the po.rt of newspo.pers o.nd tho radio (when not controlled
by tho o.uthoritics).
Those who sta.tc tho.teach poet oust display o.n individuo.l voice to express
his own oxporienccs and interprcto.tion of mnkind, a.re following the ruling
patterns of western culture. What seeras to be less clear is the explanation
of why the nodern Africo.n writer car-1.ot express "the collective African
souln. This is not surprising, due to the kind of education received at
hich school or the university, and the degree of dyno.nisra of the culture
life of their new nilieus, open to oxterno.l influences that affect their
:;_ndividunl character. If their minds a.re as receptive ns they should be
~nd arc influenced by tho inpact of all European forns of literature and
Hecritudc and, having absorbed and boinc liberated froo these influences,
they crco.tc rnsterpiecos, we cannot possibly classify their production
ns non vo.liJ. We arc not in a position to so.y that they ho.vo taken tho
wronc direction.
·,7o feel that the quality of a li tcrary work does not particularly lie

in the theme chosen been.use it is not inportant whether it is a result
of o.n individual or collective exporioncc, ~hether it is tho voice of
imposed no.tiono.lisn or anarchy, or if it denounces and contests the existinG
traditional or conservat ive social structures, no matter what aesthetic
forms &re adopted.
~'/hat is important is that writers are mature and skilful enough to treat
language and to influence through its power. The number of people a writer
nay affect during his lifetime is less important.
Portuguese African literature is neither abundant nor of a high standard
due to the absence of a cultural policy. It could not be otherwise becaus e
at least more than

97;-;

of the Bantu population cannot make literary use of

Portuguese, Arabic or any of the Bantu languages(Swahili included). But
when in the urban centres people have access to cviture, it happens that
some of them reach a high level. The influences of European, Brazilian,
Neg~o-American or North-American literary movements is not to be neglecte d
or rejected as cul tural development depends upon regular contact with
new forras of expression and thought.
We should refuse to accept s tandardized defini tions of good Bantu literature (and this is valid to any other literat ure) or to consider it less
valid when European (from West or East - if we think of Gogol, Dostoi·evski

..

"
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or Chekov -), South American or North American in:fluence can be detected.
As cultural evolution is a phenomenon which cannot be divorced from the
social and economic background of a society, the introduction of changes
in the system of production simultaneously provokes changes in the way of
life and its interpretation. It also originates new forms of art which
will gradually replace primitive ones. This obviously applies to the art
of writing and changes which mirror progress in all senses of the word
are to be welcomed and not made occasions for sorrow as some of the traditionalists (who advocate a "retour aux sources") would have us believe •••••

,
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Introduction
In this paper I shall taE:.: mainly abo1..:.t literature from
Blac::.: Africa , The reason for tl1.ia is that we, black and white
Africans, are writing out of different sets of major concerns.
Even if we r egard the b lack-white encounter as a common element in our raajor concerns, we speak from different standpoints,
emphasizing different aspects. We black Africans have our
regional major concerns determined by :)ur socio-E·conomic,
political and cultural conditions.
Much African literature reflects the b lack-white encounter in
various explicit and implicit forms and in varying degrees of
emphasis. There is the South African version, which reflects
a close proximity in which there is an artifidal and statutory
superior-inferior relationship between black and white; the
physical and mental agony that arises from and goes together
with this relationship; a high degree of urbanization and an
unstable rural life. There is the East and Central African
version which r eflects a state of transition. Here, people
have been colonized but largely wade to govern themselves at
the tribal level, i.e. througtl chiefs - hereditary and appointed. Tfhite s ett l ers have made cities for themselves, and shut
out all but such number of Africans as they required for
labour. Independence and self-rule found the black man still
in the painful process of becoming a city-dweller, but with
one leg still in the rural areas w~ich he still regards as a
home to which he will retire . In E ast and Central Africa, the
African is still in a state of uncertainty, and lack of selfconfidence (culturally spoqicing) and such wide horizontal spread
of sophistication as exists in ~rest and South Africa are factors that are perhaps responsible for the paucity of creative
writing. The literature that exists reflects a rural stream of
consciousness, and the conflict between white settler communities and the blacks. 7here is tho :-Jes t African version of the
black-white encounter i.e. :vest Africa of British influence,
~ ere are self-confident communities whose 0ultures were l eft
very much to themselves through British "indirect rule 11 , i.e.
government through traditional rulers. City life here is
predominantly African and the conflict between blac!~ and white
could never have attained the dioensions and acuteness of that
in Southern Africa (including South Africa, South-West Africa,
Ifozambique, Angola and Rhodes ia); nor could it resenble it in
character. The black-white enc ounter in West Africa is
portrayed in terms of a broader conflict between the new way
of life with its aggressive technology and its form .of
government, its religion on the one hand, and traditional
African lif e on the other. Anothe r aspect of the encounter is
cultural alienation as a result of a foreign system of education, religion, technology, e ither at home or abroad. The
latter form is dramatized by a heme-coming, i.e. the return
of the man who has been trained abroad to his home country to
find th~t he has to readjust to his people's life, or that
the setting is no longer what it was.

')

There is, of' course, r.mch TJest African li tcrature that arises
froid social concerns that are independent fron the blacl:-white
enco1..mtcr.
African literature fill thus show that over the comci.unal and
regional concerns v.hlch nay or nay not include the black-white
encounter thene, over the univ0rsal concerns like love, hate,
death, war, exile and so on, is supcriaposed the colonial
experience, tho invasion of traditional values by an aggressive
and alien culture and political oppression. These experiences cut
across cultural barriers in Africa, In this sense, our c or.11:1on
r.1etropoli tan nedia of expression serve to unify our peoples.
The review that follows does not pretend to be ex~rn.ustive. It
nerely wants to r.1ap out themes i:i.1. terr.1s of' signposts that stand
out glaringly. Cnly representative works and their authors are
raentioned. Again, the theoe-categories only serve as a guide,
and should not be regarded as water-tight coopartments, because
several theoes overlap.

1. Fiction

( a) The the1:-ie c ' hoae-coning and alienation;
Willian Cont on ( S ie ,' ra Leone): The African. The hero comes back
home after overs0a study to find he has to rediscover Afr ica.
Chinua Achebe (Nigeria) : No longer at Ease. The hero cones back
after oversea study and realizes that his general conduct is at
varience with the traditional values cherished by his father and
r.10ther and by other r.iembers of his ethnic group . :Sut his personal
weaknesses and his downfall transcend the lirriits of this thene,
(b) The theoe cf conflict between tho old and new ways of
life and alienation.
Chinua Ach0be: Things ~ ·all Apart. ':::- · · 3ro resists a Christian
r.1ission which is converting r.1any 9f his people. Things are falling
apart and conflict sets in al..'long his people. :Then he ldlla a
nessenger fr01:1 the white adr:1inistrator's office, hoping that he
will incite his people to further violence, he receives no support and then he takes his own life.
The Arrow of God. A priest of a traditional God oecor.1os a victira
of the conflict when the Christian church succeeds in getting the
people to harvest their yaos before the priest pernits then, He
becor.1es r:ientally deranged. 1-1e believed that God w:is using hir.1 to
punish his people, but now it turns out that his God has
destroyed hir.1.
(c) The theme of rejection and acceptance.
At its ::iost complex level, the African :1.ovel shows a subtle
becausG ironic ~nterplay between rejection and acceptauce, He re
one t:-1inks of Achebe's Arrow of God, in which the priest
sends his son to a Christian oission s chool so that he
learns the whi te Dan's ways, and yet r ejects what ti1.e w.rn.te man
would regard as a favour or an honour - the offer of
chioftaincy. At a lower plane of con.plcxity, but still

J.
representing the ironic interplay between rejection and
acceptance is tl1.e story in On;iora Hzekwu' s Blade among tho
Boys. Here the hero accepts t~1.o discipline of clerical
orders which means at the same time a rejection of the demands
that he take his hereditary place as the male in the family,
and fulfil its f'uncions. And then comes the complete severance
when he has to relinquish his studies for the priesthood.
iiis mother is a personification of rejection against the
Catholic ethic of celibacy.

An exciting portrayal of the interplay between rejection. and
acceptance on another pla1-ie is in A Few Nights and :9ays by
Cameroon'· s J'1ibella Senne Dipoko. 'I'here is no obvious conflict
in the hero's love life. The story is acted out in Paris. But
there is no facile acceptance of his African girl-friend
simply because she is African. Hor is there an explicit
conflict between a European and lfrlcan sex morality. Yet the
story takes us on to the formidable personification of antiblack attitudes in the tragic heroine's family, In order to
be on her husbands side and save her marriage, the heroine's
mother (French) refuses to give her consent to ihe hero's
union with her daughter. They lose their daughter who takes
her own life in a mood of utter distraction.

(.ct) Urban man.
Cyprian Ekwensi and Wole :::ioyinka's urban setting is not what
it is because of what the w~1i te man wants it to be, but rather
in spita of his presence. Indeed the wh ite man seeks refugG
from himself in the black man's area of town life. There is
a close parallel here with the South African Negro's segregated existence in the city. Although the city is what the
white man conceived it should b0, and although the black man
works in the city and then returns to his ghetto on the city's
fringes at night; he uses some of the facilities of city life
and its sophistication to create his ovn culture i. c. :his own
music, dance, literature, journalisra etc. And because the
white man's culture has always been derivative - a copy of
Europe's - the white man s2oks, in spite of himself, to find
his eli.1ancipation in the 1Jcgro's culture.
'='he characters in E~&ensi 's People of the Ci!z and Jagua Nana
(the story of a prostitute), and in Soyinka's The Interpreters
are city people, acting out their loves and hates, their
snobbery, their sexual drives, their spiritual crises, their
spells of disspation and so on, which we have come to associate
with urban life and all its sophistication. Although we are
not explicitly told so, the characters are quite plainly
aware that they are not "simplori village folk. Often their
"cultivatedi: or urban sensibilities come into conflict with
those of rural persons and groups of people, Not only Soyinka
and ~kwensi dramatize this conflict, but also Achebe's ifo
Longer at Ease and A E an of' the PcoplG.

5.
There is much of Awoonor-Williams' and Peters' verse that
depicts experience outside the theme of nostalgia for the
past or homecoming.
Intensely individual experience.
1Tigerians, generally speaking, arc not haunted by ruins,
ancestral faces or proscncos or nrusic out of tho past.
:-Th.at ancestral presences are evoked by their poetry
functional and c.)nccived of as a p:2onor.1enon of the present,
not a longed-for distant mysticisrn. Their poetry is more
individualistic, with a personally-felt immediacy, ~lhen
they givo lyrical expression to aspects of the black-white
encountar, i t is a personalization of the experience, such
as we see in Gabriel Okara's Piano and Drums. He listens to
the boating of drums, "urgent , raw like bleeding flesh",
which takes him back to wild nature; he listens to a piano
concerto, "tear-furrowed", as he puts it, and cannot fathom
its complexities or that comes of the merging of the two
sets of rhythms.
1

A11.d I J.c;:;t in the morning mist
Of an~ ;~ at a riverside keep
l!anderil':_; in the mystic rhythm
Of jungle drums and the concerto.
John Pepper Clark's poetry speaks of love; of dancing girls;
of rain that soa:1.cs into the earth,
strokes her, swan~s her,
Enters all of him beyond her fell,
Till in the calm and cool Ctfter
All alone, earth yawns, liobers her stay,
Swollen already with the life to break at day,
( f rom The Fir st Year's
:J.ain)
He talks 0f fishercen who people tho creeks of the Niger
Del ta, his hone territory. :re also clraws ouch naterial frora
tl1.e mythology o:f his people. :;:-~e finds a symbol for a girl
he loves for her generosity in tb.e godde ss ofihe sea who
is also generous, yielding herself for man's pleasure.
Go dru._-r1ken, like ancient walls
:Je crumble in l1.eaps at your feet;
And as the good ~ai~ of the sea,
Full of rich bounties for men,
You lift us all beggars to your brEESt,
(from Olokun)
Wole Soyinka's grey s01:ibre r.1ood con.es out in stanzas like:
Child
Hay you never walk
~hen the road waits, famished,
•••••
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Brother ,
Silenced in the startled hug of
Your invention - is tl1is mocked grir.1ace
This cl o ned contortion - I?

(from Death in the Dawn, in
which the poet evokes the
deadly mood o:tf a road which
clain the lives of many
drivers and passengers).
And also in:

:fo l:...""l.ew only
Sudden seizure. And tine conquest
Bound hin helpless to each grey essence,
lfothi:ng rei~1aincd if' pains and longings
Once, onco set the walls, Sadness
Closed hi1~1, rootless, lacking cause.
Itibella Sonne Dj_poko of Camoroun writes this poignant poera,
Autobiography :
We crawled and cried and laughed
Without hope
Without despair,
We grew up
Fenced in by the forest.
But this world of uncles and fathers and
mothers and others Our fine world of greeness and grins was
blown away
By the terrible storQ of growth
And tho mind soon flung pebbles at the cranes
of the off-shore island.
:Sut today
Floods fl~e the rising sun
And owls hoot fror.:1 the edge · 'of the dark song.
Like cripples blinded by s;andy winds
Drear..is drift under the low sky of our sleep
And our hearts listen to the voice of days
in flight
Our thoughts dusting the past,
Eis poem, Love, is reminiscent of his novel mentioned earlier,
wit:i.'l its delicacy and forc e: ::c says in the last stanza:
Wipe your tears in the distance
I do not want to live any longer
For days have grown beards
And 11.ig:i-1ts have become lonesome,
Let tors can.."tlot cor.1fort ne.
They remind ::ie of the past which y ou know
is dead.
And so you send a ghost to :r..10 when you write
those letters
Let ting my lips kiss a fnce so far behind,
The former theme could easily have been exploited for
about a great florio us , inn.G cent Lfrica fro m whicb. we
imagine having grown away fror.:. : but the poet remains
the ground, and t h e pain of growing up E porsor.aliz0d
beautif ul econony of diction.

a poem
could
on
with

'(
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:SAS':' AND CJ:IJTRAL AFRICA
Although there is paucity of 3nglish wr~ting here, there
is a considerable volur:10 of poetry in Swahili, but writers
in. thin language havo still to cor:1e to tcrrJ.s with ;noderr...
concer;_is which ::..ts current ,~:);.1.rl1.alistic. verse does not do
adequately, ':'here is :aot ye+; a Swahili novel of outstanding
1:1erit, The writing in tl1.e ot:C.or A:fri.can languages is mostly
geared ·:;o a school or juven::.lo :reac.orship.

1, Ficti<21}
Co:nflict between white settlers and :A:.fricans
Jaoes Ngugi (::onya) : ·11ecp not Crdld. Conflict between r.1an
and his children as a result of their divergent ideas
about t~:..0 Mau Em.: uprising. Conflict between the nan
and his white 01:1ployer en whose farn ho works; he
hopes that he l'lill one day ragain his land. Tortured
to death at the hands o:f the white faroer turned
security officer. Reprisals against the latter by
the African's sons.
Syr.tbolism fr o .ta folklore
GracG Ogot
(Kenya) : S~1.ort sJcories that have an element of
folklore, without the fantasy. In the story, The
:J.ain Cai:1e, a chief's daugh.t0r is s0nt to a lake to
drown herself as a sacrifice to the ancestors in the
form of an i ::1aginary nonstex so as to breal:: a severe
drought.Ear boy-friend drags her away just as she is
about to go into the 1-.ater. Just the n the rain cones
down.

2. Poetry
The black-white encounter perceive d
Jospeh :Kariuki

conflict only....l:...~plici tly

.• Cone Away, r:i.y Love
( 7r"'nya)
c:.
•. - '0J.

The protagonist, an African., is talking to hi s white
gi:.':''.-fricnd :
Corne away, ,::iy lov0, froe1 streets
Wh0rc unkind eyes divide
And sl1.op windows reflect our difference
In t:-1e shel tor of my faithful roo:c.1 r e s t •
,
,
The candloligb:t th.rows
'"S:wo darl~ she.dews on the wall
~lhich oerge into one as I close beside you •
,
,
Tt-.o llu:,ian breaths join in one,
And ·the piano we aves
Its unchallenged harmony.

.. ....... ..... ......... ~.

..... .. ... ..... .... .....
~

,-.
u'

David Rubadiri

(Ilalawi):

Stanley meets M~tesa

The poet gives an account of the explorer, Stanley's
journey after the style of T.S. Eliot's Journey cf
the lviagi. The party arrives in Uganda where they neet
the Baganda rang 1-'.Iutesa who gives ihehl ho:=,pitality:
1iJhi te t.1an you are welco::1e
The gate of polished reed closes behind the~

And tne west is let in.
SOUTI~:J.N AFRICA
1. Poetry
Racial conflict and Protest
( a) ~1ozambique and Angola
Of a black soldier conscripted by the Portuguese for
the war and who died, a Lozanbiquan poet says he went
to fight with courage and hate that ';,r.; ,,re not his own.
There were his children {his r.10ther a letter
1~~ere was so uuch
But all crumbled away
All
In the treacherous cackling
Of tho grenades
iJi th yellow beaks
And red tails ..•.•
Another Lozmnbiquan poet laughs at and pi ties the white
man as he taunts:
All feel
uneasiness
At the undoubted whi t eness of ny bones
:.rh.i te as the breasts of Ingrids or r:arias
in Scandinavian landD
or in :i?olana the sr.1art quarter
of r.iy old :native town

.....................

And one day
will cone all the :Marias of' the distant
nations
penitent or no
weeping
laughing
or loving to the rhytho of a song
To say to my bones
forgive us, brother,
In the 1aidst of suffering the African poet consistently
seeks refuge in thG nother figure and glorifies womanhood,
Says a Mozambiquan poet:

y.
The flying fish makes an end of searching
because woman is the golcl of man
when she sings she ever seens
like the fade-singer's well-tuned guitar
when she dies, I shall cut off
~er hair to dolivor ~e fro~ sin.
An Angolan poet bids his r.1other goodbye when he leaves his
cc·\t':1.try for study abroad and t:1.e political involvenent that
na;,urally follows. ?his is Agostinho Neto, now in exile.
Ily nether

( oh black r.1others whose children have
departed)
you taught we to wait and to hope
as you have done through the disa:trous hours
But in r:.10
life has killed ti1.at mysterious hope
I wait no wore
it is I who ar.1 awaited
Hop e is ourselves
your Ghildren
travelling towards a faith that feeds life,
(b) South Africa
Hegre literature in South Africa has an even oore poignant
i1:,n:1ediacy than that in Mozambique or Angola. The theme of the
clash between an alien culture and an indigenous one is not
the issue here as it is in Ues_t and East Africa. The blacl{:
r.1an is fighting to defend and restore his human dignity that
is being undermined by oppressi"\El laws and disposession.
The writer who works in Znglish is a highly urbanized person.
Eis coomunity has long been in the city and lives by the
assumptions of city life, wi t:hout a rural hor::ie to go back
to. His language is inpassicned, racy, sensuous, expressing
as it does anger and impatience. dii:, groping for a fitting
idior::i. and experir:10ntation, his tendency to record r;:iinuteby-minute experience are an emotional and nental effort ·to
cone to terms with the agony that he and his people are
experiencing. :-Iis style .is j_nfluenced i;.1ore by A:oerican Negro
writers than by authors of British orientation such as info r ms the styles of ~Test and East African writers.
There is an impressive yolurae of Bantu poetry and fiction in
South Africa whereas vernacular poetry is pretty thin in
the rest of Africa except for the Swahili area. Efforts are
made , however, to transl ate into English and French African
oral poetry e.g. Tswana and Yorubas, etc.
1. Poetry

In 1884, a poet in the Cape Province wrote the following,
whi ch is a translat;_on fror:.1 the Bantu original:

10,

Some thoughts till now ne~er spoken

IJiake shreds of' ny inne:rraost being;
And the cares and fortunes of oy kind
Still journey "Ti th ::ie to the grave
I turn my bac:: on the r::1any shai:1s
That I see fro1:; clay to day;
It see1:1s we march to our very grave
J:ncircled by n s;·:1 iling Gospel.
By t~ :in, a weekly newspaper in the sar:1e province had
alreaiy been publishi ng verse in Bantu. Another poet wrote
of Britain (in Bantu) in 1925 :
She sent us the preacher : she sent us t h e
bottle,
She sent us the Bible; and barrels of brandy.

·············-····· ···········

.. denied us tho truth;
You sen~ us the truth,
You sent us life, deprived us of life;
You sent us the light, we sit in the dark,
Shivering , benighted in the bright noonday
sun.
Often there was bi ting sarcasr.1 levelled at the white man;
sonetiMes just a cry of agony. Often the verse sinply
docunented the black man's sufferings in exquisitely lyrical Bantu whose nusic and cadences are foreign to English
and are therefore lost in translation,
Together with the tone of protest there was, until the
late 1930's a tone of nostalgia for pastoral beauty and
the 11 tr,ibal village state" in our poetry. But with the
coming of industrialization, the dininishing and disappear~
ance of rights pertaining to land tenure, the intensification of oppressive aoasures, the longing for pastoral bliss
beca:o.e irrelevant. Poetry tool~ up a strong and direct
protest stand. In 1941 , l-L I.E. Dhlono wrote in his long
poon, The Valley of a Thousand :-~ills with a grand ronantic
passion.
The song and pace now widen out into
A flooded strean allchrk and fierce with
wrong\
Ho longer 1i1ine but tortured visions of
The: r.ace I see; a groaning syr;.1phony
Of grin discordant i .tes of race and creed.
Dennis Brutus writes verse with an impressionistic diction
that seems to ooze out of a bl~stered soul
Under jackboots oar bones and spirits crunch
forced into sweat-tear-sodden slush.
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Police sounds - boots, sirens, knockings at the door, haunt
hira all the tine:
':::'he shriek of nerves in pain;
Than the keening crescendc
of faces split by pain
the wordless, endless wail
only the unfreo 1.;:now.
Often one suspects, rightly or wrongly, that one is tryi ng
to produce poetry in South Africa on i:o.possible ten;1s; that
poetry cannot grow out of a situation of two-di:o.ensional
patterns of stiDuluo-response, especially at its crudest
South African level, 3ut then Brutus can also write with
a less hara1. diction.
Sonehow we survive
and tenderness, frustrated, does not wither .
Investigating searchlights rake
our naked unprotected contours;
,,
,
,.,
,.,,,
bocts club on the pealing door.
But scnehow we survive
severance, deprivation, loss -

.....

even Ell though

II

... .. ... .....

Patrols uncoil along t ~1.e asphalt d a rk
hissing their nenace t o our lives" . •• • .•

I-Iaybe when a poet is hi::iself caught up in a situation of
savage brutality, he can only docur.ient experience, so that
its prose weani ng is not far to se e k. Looking back on his
days in prison and in a nore cont ernplative oood, Brutus
writes f'roril his hone :
across i t - (the prison yard)
what were they?
swans? spectral presences?
s asses of tissue in flight ? clouds
swooping, sailing, sir.1ply r.i.ovi ng
With nothing else to see
except tha high red valls
and so1:ie s mall black barred squares
- windows, but not for use
one discovered the clouds •
,
,
,
So one discovered freedom
as an exquisite lyrical iopulse
indefinable
poignant
and h e art- a ching.

. ...... . . .. ...... ..... .
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Mazisi Kunene warns the proud, among them dictators, that,
like the queen bee, th·e~/" are destined to die.
We who stood by you poverty-stricken
shall abandon you to the insanity of licence
and follow the winding path
where the wisdon granaries hold increase,
2. Fiction
Racial conflict and Protest
The Irony that is the QGeting point between acceptance
and rejection.
Alex la Gnna: A Walk int.he Night: A novel which tells a
story of a police hunt for a coloured boy who is suspected
of murdering a white man (in fact he is innocent). When
the agents of the law catch up with him, they shoot and
kill him, A vivid description of a Cape Town slum settlement for coloureds, the setting of the novel, The action
of the story c- overs only one night, so· that incidents
and character sketches overlap in a way that gives the
novel a corapelling tone.
La Guma's short stories portray often the tragedy of
associations and suspicions between fair-coloured and
darker Negroes.
Richard Rive: Emergency, A young coloured teacher realizes
how politically committed he is when the Political Branch
of the Police pursues him as a result of his intir:i.ate
association with a white girl. Before now, he has tried to
stay clear of politics, even although his dark complexion
put him in an inferirir position in a family of fair-skinned
coloureds.
Peter Abrahams: Wild Conquest. Although Abrahams published
all his novels while- li-.;ing in self-imposed exile in
Britain, he uses the South African setting throughout
except in one novel. lvild Conquest is about the conflict
between the Doers as they trek northwards from the Cape
and the Africans. After a vicious battle, a young Boer and
an African die side by side, but not before they acknowledge
between thegselves the futility of the strife between their
races.

13.

The Short Story in -Africa
The short story is still holding its own in Africa, in the
able hands of such writers as Abioseh Nicol (Sierra Leone);
Christina Ama Ata Aidoo (Ghana); Grace Ogot (Kenya), and
the South Africans - Alex La Gui:1a; Jar.-ies Matthews; ~ichard
Rive; Can The,nba; Arthur Mair:1ane. I givs here a list of
the best-known anthologies of short stories :
Reflections, ed.- by Frances AdeI!1ola (African Universities
Press, Lagos)
Quartet, ed. by Richard Rive (Crown Publishers, New York,
E. Heinenann, London)
Black Orpheu·s ·, ed. by Ulli Beier (Long~:1ans,- London)
Modern African Stories, ed. by Ellis Korney and Ezekiel
Mphahlele (Faber & Faber)
African Writing Today, ed. by Ezekiel Mphahlele (Penguin)
Darkne-s ·s and Light, ed. by Peggy Rutherfoord (Faith Press,
London)
Origins East Africa, ed. David Cook (Heinemann)
Autobiography in Africa
There is a genre of autobiography in Africa in which a fictional style is used and in which ouch of the material is
clearly a product of the imagination. ~fo have works like:
African Child, by Canara Laye (Guinea - translated fron the
French)
Road to Ghana., by Alfred Hutchinson (South Africa)
Chocolates foray Wife, by Todd Matshikiza (South Africa)
Blar.1e me on History, by Bloke :t-1odisane (South Africa)
Child o.f' Two Worlds , by Mugo Gatheru (Kenya)
Down Second Avenue, by Ezekiel 1'1phahlelc
Drar.1a
I have not said anything about drama because the field is
still thin. What exists is dranatic writing that is for
theatre in the Western tradition. The writer here visualizes
the th~atre with a proscenium arch. But the few play-wrights there
are . are
not the less outstanding for this:
Wole Soyinka whose plays have been produced in several theatres
of the world, chief of which are: The Lion and the Jewel, The
Swamp Dwellers; The ~rials of Brother Hero; The Road;
Kongi's Harvest.
John Pepper Clark (Nigeria), a poet who writes verse drama:
Song of the Goat; The Raft; The l'iasquerade
Joe de Graft (Ghana): Sons and Daughters
Sarif Easnon (Sierra Leone): Dear Parent and Ogre
Alfred Hutchinson : The Rain -Ki llers

The point must be made here that The Road, Soyinka's play,
~akes unusual demands on the producer because it refuses to
be limited by the proscenium-arch stage. The action and
dialogue move on the mythical and realistic planes simultaneously and mixes farce and tragedy most skillfully.
There is, tremendous theatrical activity in Africa, much of
it locally written and still experir:aental with a view to
exploiting indigenous material like folklore, song and dance.
The livliest areas in this are : Higeria, Ghana, Uganda, South
Africa, Tanzania, Senegal, Guinea, Can eroun.
There are clear signs that we shall continue to see a parallel
development of Western-type theatre with its L'1any African
adaptations and indigenous theatre that is using a good deal
of dance and music. We are witnessing a flourishing soundradio theatre to,, such as in the plays of Soyinka, Arthur
11airaane, Alfred Hutchinson and so on.
Conclusion
There is poetry that does not portray the black-white encounter but simply documents external nature and other eternal
verities. Most of this is poor. Only few poets like John
Pepper Clark, Gabriel Okara and J',foz tsi Kunene( the last two
of whom write in their own vernacular languages and translate
into English) write good verse of this kind.
Some day the white-man-listen theme in our literature will
play itself out - an aspect of what Soyinka calls the element
of narcissism in our writing - and we shall turn inwards and
speak to ourselves. The South Africans cannot help doing this
i.e. speaking to their own people, bec a use the challenge
demands an intense degree of conni t1:ient. The Nigerians Cyprian
Ekwensi, Wole Soyinka and now Chinua Achebe are tackling
themes that require social criticism of a situation in which
the white aan nay not necessarily be directly involved or be
responsible.

